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The fourth industrial revolution is blurring the
traditional boundaries between the physical,
digital and biological worlds

possible without them. Innovators rely
on International Standards to ensure
compatibility and interoperability, so that
new technologies can be seamlessly
adopted. They are also a vehicle to
spread knowledge and innovation globally,

The internet of things, smart cities, AI,

allowing developing countries to benefit

smart mobility, additive manufacturing all

from this know-how.

impact the way we produce, trade, live
and communicate, much like steam power

Broad cooperation across borders is

transformed production methods and the

more important than ever. With the help

way of life of many societies during the first

of thousands of experts from many

industrial revolution.

different organizations, the IEC provides
the technical foundation to address some

Today, Standards play a key role in the

of humanity’s greatest challenges, including

transition to this new era. The speed of

universal energy access, rapid urbanization,

change we are witnessing would not be

climate mitigation or cyber security.
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Technology breakthroughs are lowering the

As the digitization of factories and critical

cost of renewable energies, solar PV is playing

infrastructure progresses, it is vital to take
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Smarter living
New technologies for consumers make home life simpler and safer
By Natalie Mouyal

Nearly every aspect of our lives bears the imprint
of smart technology. From home thermostats
controlled via a smart phone to watches that
monitor our health, the number of traditional
devices that are becoming connected is
increasing. This enables us to benefit from new
service offerings.

location and health monitoring information

infrastructure that uses electricity or

about each animal. In hospitals, connected

contains electronics. These Standards

infusion pumps ensure that medication

ensure interoperability between systems

dosages being administered conform to the

and facilitate the long-term maintenance

doctor’s prescription. In factories, sensors

and repair of infrastructure.

can monitor specific processes and provide
notification of equipment that needs to be

IEC and ISO Joint Technical Committee

changed, for example.

(ISO/IEC JTC 1) develops International
Standards for information and communi-

Smart technologies help cities to enhance

cation technologies used in smart

Previously isolated components,

safety as well as manage their transport,

business and consumer applications.

communication protocols and subsystems

health services and water and energy

Its Subcommittee ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 41

are now becoming interoperable and

resources. One example is smart grids

develops International Standards for

interconnected. These devices and

that help accommodate the integration

IoT, making connectivity possible, while

systems are able to gather, monitor,

of intermittent renewable energy sources

ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 38 addresses the

exchange and analyze data, to improve the

and enable energy savings by managing

standardization of cloud computing for

user experience. They rely on technologies

demand response and energy storage.

the storage and retrieval of data. In 2017,

such as the internet of things (IoT) for

Embedded sensors provide real-time

JTC 1 set up ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 42 with

connecting devices and systems, artificial

information for detecting and responding

the mandate of providing standardization in

intelligence (AI) to analyze the information

automatically to system problems. They

the area of AI as well as guidance to other

that is gathered and cloud computing to

can also be used to manage outdoor

committees developing AI applications.

store the data.

lights and to monitor traffic conditions and
infrastructure depreciation.

While more and more of these devices
are appearing in our daily lives, they are

IEC Standards are also necessary for
hardware components such as electronic

Relying on IEC Standards

simultaneously making their presence felt in

display devices, which are developed
by IEC Technical Committee (TC) 110.

a wide array of industrial sectors. In farming,

Over 1 800 IEC Standards provide the

Standards for audio, video and multimedia

leg band wearables and radio frequency

tools needed for the safe connection

systems and equipment, including digital

identification (RFID) tags provide real-time

and automation of much of the city

cameras, are developed by IEC TC 100.
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Smart homes use mobile devices to control security and entertainment systems

Smarter homes

has set up Technical Area (TA) 16 on

example, to lower heat or turn off lights

active assisted living, which covers

based on levels of occupancy. They can

According to the management consultancy

audio requirements for accessibility,

also detect smoke or water leakages, thus

firm McKinsey, many people will be living

while ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 35 publishes

warning of potential accidents before they

in ‘smart’ homes within the next ten years

International Standards pertaining to voice

actually occur.

and will use technologies that will redefine

command user interfaces.

their living spaces. Demand for ‘smart’

IEC TC 47 issues Inter national

home devices and systems is expected

Smart technology also enhances home

Standards that relate to sensors. Sensor

to boom. The market research portal

security. Surveillance cameras include

manufacturers can ensure their products

Statista forecasts that the global smart

features such as high resolution video

meet the strictest requirements through

home market will be worth more than

and 360⁰ surround view which can be

testing and certification by IECQ, the IEC

USD 40 billion by 2020.

monitored via the web or mobile apps.

Quality Assessment System for Electronic

Facial recognition helps control access to

Components.

Examples

automation

buildings while thermal imagery captured

applications include refrigerators that can

of

home

by a camera system can provide an alert

change channels on television sets, order

in case of trespass. IEC TC 79 prepares

groceries or send images of the food

International Standards for a wide range of

Over the past few years, a new industry has

inside. Voice-activated virtual assistants

applications including access control and

emerged to help anxious parents monitor

can control music, thermometers and

video surveillance.

their babies. The latest technology uses
sensors, voice and facial recognition tools

lights. Small robots can vacuum the floor
in the home or cut the grass outside.

Smarter babies…and pets

Given that buildings, whether homes,

as well as artificial intelligence software

factories or hospitals, account for 40% of

to monitor health, sleeping patterns and

The safety of household appliances such

global energy usage, efforts are underway

learning skills.

as refrigerators and vacuum cleaners relies

to make gains in energy efficiency to help

on International Standards developed

reduce the overall costs of buildings

These tools can measure the richness of

by IEC TC 61, including household

maintenance. Adjustments made

a child’s language environment or help

appliances that are connected and

automatically optimize the use of heating,

parents identify unwanted presences

smart. Several IEC TCs handle varied

cooling and lighting systems. Sensors

around their baby. As medical technology

aspects of voice recognition. IEC TC 100

can monitor temperature and light, for

moves into the mainstream, wearable
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Wearable technologies are used at hospitals to provide access to full patient information (Photo: Zebra)

patches and germ-killing techniques are

demand for products and services that

babies or automating homes. Data must

being integrated into products that are

cater to their needs is booming. Wearable

be protected from potential hackers and

developed for babies.

technology, initially developed for people, is

encryption software in connected devices

now being adapted for pets. According to

must safeguard information adequately.

ISO/IEC JTC1 SC 37 develops International

Transparency Market Research, the global

Protection from cyber threats must be

Standards for generic biometric

market for pet wearables is expected to

guaranteed to ensure the safety and

technologies, including facial recognition.

reach USD 2,5 billion by 2024.

security of users.

Standards for wearable electronic devices.

For example, smart collars can track a pet’s

IEC work addresses both cyber security

They include patchable, implantable and

vital signs, the number of steps it takes

and data protection. More than 200

edible materials and devices, as well

each day and its sleep patterns. They can

International Standards dealing with

as e-textiles. Several other IEC TCs are

help train dogs to cure annoying habits

these issues have been published. The

also involved in standardization activities

such as incessant barking or enable cats

IEC Conformity Assessment Board (CAB)

for the components found in wearable

to open and close flaps on the front door.

has set up Working Group (WG) 17 to

IEC TC 124 develops International

technology – for example IEC TC 21
which deals with the batteries that power

investigate the need for and timeframe of

Privacy and data protection

wearables.

global certification schemes for products,
services, personnel and integrated

The protection of collected data will be a

systems in the area of cyber security.

Animals are also benefitting from smart

key element in the development of smart

Through its work, IEC helps ensure that

technologies. With domesticated animals

technologies. Privacy concerns could

the IoT environment in homes is effective,

increasingly being treated like members of

dampen the sale of connected devices

safe and reliable.

the family in many parts of the world, the

whether those tools are used for monitoring
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More power to you!
Record-breaking year for renewable energy generation
By Catherine Bischofberger

Technology breakthroughs are lowering the cost
of renewable energies while low-voltage direct
current systems (LVDC) are being tested by
experts both in the developed and developing
world.
Solar PV technology is playing an increasingly important role in electricity generation
(Photo: Justin Veazie)

In the sun

in module production lines. The technique

The significance of these Technical

reflects solar rays back to the rear of the

Specifications (TS) has been recognized

According to the 2018 Global Status

solar cell, increasing the overall energy

by the World Bank and the United Nations

Report by REN21, the international non-

efficiency of the product and improving its

Industrial Development Organization

profit association based at the United

performance in low-light environments. A

(UNIDO). The IEC has a cooperative

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

number of research projects are focusing

agreement with these organizations to

in Paris, 2017 was another record-

on perovskite, a structured form of crystal

provide developing countries with access

breaking year for renewable energy,

compounds, because it reflects light more

to important technical documents, which

characterized by the largest ever increase

efficiently than crystal silicon.

form part of the IEC TS 62257 series.The

in renewable power capacity.

publications provide project implementers
IEC Technical Committee (TC) 82 prepares

with information on how to select the best

Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology is

International Standards relating to the

product from those available in their local

playing an increasingly important role in

conversion of solar PV into electrical

markets, the quality tests best suited to

electricity generation. Lower prices due

energy. The TC issues several ground-

specific market conditions, and on the

to increased production capacity, new

breaking publications which have paved

technical and economic aspects of energy

technology and breakthroughs in efficiency

the way for the adoption of PV systems,

products and systems.The adoption and

are the main reasons for the increased

including in developing countries. One

use of internationally accepted Standards

adoption of solar PV systems around

of them is the IEC 62257 series on

and Technical Specifications also helps

the world. Passivated emitter rear cell

recommendations for small renewable

to ensure that product components work

(PERC) technology has become standard

and hybrid systems for rural electrification.

properly together and that businesses
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involved in the off-grid sector are able to

Pumped storage projects store and

electricity to the millions of homes which

deliver reliable products and systems.

generate energy by moving water

still have limited and intermittent access

between two reservoirs located at

to power.

First things first

different heights. This form of storage
can employ surplus power from the grid,

LVDC is also viewed by an increasing

Concentrating solar thermal power

using the excess electricity produced by

number of experts as an energy-efficient

(CSP) technologies employ reflective

wind or solar systems, to pump the water

option for developed nations. Most of

material that concentrate the sun’s heat

in the reservoirs. The reservoirs store

the devices found in today’s homes and

to drive steam or gas turbines which in

water when electricity demand is low and

buildings, from mobile phones to LED

turn produce electricity. CSP is used in

release it at peak demand times, enabling

lights, use direct current (DC) power and

the growing number of solar thermal

them to compensate for the intermittent

renewable energy sources such as wind

electric (STE) plants being built around

generation of electricity available from the

and solar yield DC power. The direct

the world. According to the REN21

wind or sun.

current system minimizes the energy loss

report, new STE capacity came on line

that results from the conversion of AC to

in South Africa in 2017 and several

One example of a new hydro pump

DC power. The energy efficiency of LVDC

facilities are being constructed in other

storage facility is the upgraded Veytaux

systems has given rise to a number of

sun-drenched countries. Most new STE

power plant near Montreux on Lake

trials. One of the most advanced is the

plants can store heat during the day and

Geneva, in Switzerland, which has an

Finnish LVDC RULES project that is led by

convert it to electricity during the night,

installed capacity of 480 MW. Around one

the Lappeenranta University of Technology

making them a predictable and reliable

eighth of that capacity is held in reserve

(LUT) and financed by the Finnish Funding

source of energy.

and the rest is used for energy generation.

Agency for Technology and Innovation.

The HYPERBOLE research project, led by
IEC TC 117: Solar thermal electric plants,

the laboratory for hydraulic machines of

“The LVDC RULES project has put

has published its first three publications

the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

together complete specifications for

in the area of CSP: IEC TS 62862-1-1,

(EPFL-LMH) in Lausanne, seeks to

LVDC equipment optimized for public

IEC TS 62862-1-2 and IEC TS 62862-1-3.

enhance the capability of hydropower

power distribution, especially in a Nordic

“For the financing of projects, we

plants. EPFL-LMH is equipped with

environment”, says Tero Kaipia, one

need a reliable, comprehensive and

three universal type test rigs complying

of the LUT researchers involved in the

unambiguous calculation of future

with IEC 60193, published by IEC TC 4:

project. Kaipia also insists on the need

generation throughout the lifetime

Hydraulic turbines.

for standards: “Standardization at system

of plants. This can be predicted with
a precise simulation and prediction of

and equipment level is an essential

LVDC on trial

the yield based on meteorological data

prerequisite for the wide-scale roll-out
of LVDC in Finland. Without standards, it

sets. The newly published Technical

LVDC is a new way of transmitting

will be difficult to construct systems using

Specifications deal with the question of

power that differs considerably from

components from different manufacturers.

how to prepare such data sets”, explains

the conventional centralized model

And most of all, the network companies

the Chair of IEC TC 117, Werner Platzer.

of distributing electricity via alternating

will not buy LVDC systems, if the certified

current (AC). In the centralized system,

components and standard design

electricity is generated in large utility

guidelines are not available.”

The power of water

plants and then transported through a
Hydropower remains the main renewable

network of high-voltage overhead lines

The IEC is leading efforts to promote

source for electricity generation worldwide.

to substations. It is then converted to

the benefits of LVDC and to assist in

According to the REN21 report, generation

lower voltages before being distributed to

the specification and ratification of these

from both hydropower and global pumped

individual households. With LVDC, power

new Standards. It has set up a Systems

storage capacity (each of which is

is produced close to where it is consumed.

Committee, SyC LVDC, which identifies

accounted for separately in the report) was

Installing LVDC systems can help remote

gaps where International Standards are

estimated to have risen by 2% in 2017.

and rural locations to access electricity.

needed. It also helps in coordinating the

A number of LVDC projects have been

work of the different TCs involved in that

rolled out in India where the technology is

area.

viewed as one of the solutions for bringing
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AI empowers the workforce
Standardization is essential to the broad adoption of AI technologies
By Natalie Mouyal

Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the big buzz
words in the tech industry. From robots to selfdriving cars, digital twins and medical diagnosis,
AI promises to deliver innovation on the scale of
the discovery of fire and electricity, as one Silicon
Valley chief executive officer has put it. While it is
not yet clear if this is truth or hyperbole, technical
advances are coming rapidly.
Chat bots make use of AI to help users find information

The term artificial intelligence is generally

of the human brain to create transistor

to increase efficiency within organizations,

understood to refer to a machine that

connections that can be strengthened

IT has since become an essential part of

can replicate cognitive functions such as

or weakened depending on whether

measuring an organization’s performance

learning and problem-solving. It is a broad

the data is interpreted correctly. As new

against key performance indicators (KPIs)

concept that encapsulates ideas ranging

data is received, the machine is trained

established by its management team. The

from Frankenstein-like robots to voice

automatically to perfect its predictions. As a

advent of the industrial internet of things

assistants for smart phones and other

result, machines are now able to recognize

(IIoT), in combination with AI applications,

devices.

and respond to images and voices as well

has further enabled IT to deepen its

as to beat human competitors in games

connections with management by providing

such as chess and Go.

insights that can be used to help determine

AI depends on the gathering, analysis and
sharing of great volumes of data which
are exchanged between applications.
Machine learning algorithms enable the

future goals.

AI takes a seat at the management
table

data to be processed and interpreted

In the financial sector, AI is used
extensively for trading, detecting fraud

to provide patterns on which to base

Artificial intelligence represents the next

and communicating with customers via

a prediction. Deep learning is the most

digital frontier in the evolution of information

chatbots. AI technology provides data

recent AI technique to find real world

technology (IT) in the industrial and

intelligence and automation for the

applications. It mirrors the neural networks

commercial sectors. Initially viewed as a tool

manufacturing sector. Processes are

Issue 04/2018 I e-tech
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Digital twins are more and more used in manufacturing to increase productivity and efficiency (Photo: GE)

automated to increase efficiency while

used to design and test products as well

standards development organizations

data analytics and predictive algorithms

as to plan the manufacturing process and

(SDOs) to set up a committee to carry

enhance operations and strategy. In

programme machines. Once an efficient

out standardization activities for artificial

healthcare, AI technology can detect

working model has been developed and all

intelligence. Subcommittee (SC) 42 is

anomalies in medical images and

glitches have been ironed out, the physical

part of joint committee ISO/IEC JTC 1.

undertake semi-automatic tasks during

factory begins production.

minimally-invasive surgery.

According to Wael William Diab, Chair of
According to Siemens, the defect rate

SC 42, “One of the unique things about

at its Amberg plant is approaching zero,

what IEC and ISO are doing through

despite the fact it manufactures 1 200

SC 42 is that we are looking at the entire

Named a top trend for 2018 by

different products on the same production

ecosystem and not just one technical

Gartner, digital twins are transforming

lines. Digital twinning has also allowed the

aspect. Combined with the breadth of

manufacturing. Defined as the virtual

factory to scale up production to 15 million

application areas covered in IEC and

representation of a product, including

units a year, a 13-fold increase since 1989,

ISO technical committees (TCs), this will

the elements and dynamics of how it is

without hiring more people or moving into

provide a comprehensive approach to

made and how it operates throughout its

larger premises.

AI standardization with IT and domain

Using AI for digital twinning

lifecycle, digital twins influence its design,
manufacture and operation. Gartner

experts.”

IEC work in AI

forecasts that digital twins will represent
billions of things in the near future.

Diab explained the importance of
Digital twins rely on AI technologies made

taking a horizontal systems approach

possible by the prevalence of sensors,

to standardization. SC 42 will work with

This technology is an integral part of the

networks for the reliable transmission of

other JTC 1 SCs such as those addressing

Siemens factory in Amberg, Germany. The

data and intelligent systems for processing

the internet of things, IT security, and IT

factory in southern Bavaria has a digital

and making decisions. In 2017, IEC

governance, as well as the IEC Systems

twin that is identical in every respect. It is

and ISO became the first international

Committee (SyC) for Smart Cities.

12
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Another key area Diab highlighted is

at the entire AI ecosystem from an

Data protection is becoming increasingly

manufacturing and the use of robots

IT perspective. Combined with the

important as connected devices collect

in factories. AI technologies have a

breadth and depth of application areas

vast amounts of information about their

ubiquitous presence, from the robots

covered by IEC and ISO, the resulting

users on a daily basis. Within a home, these

in the production line to the deep data

standardization efforts will not only be

devices can store details such as favourite

analytics. Within this context, IEC TC 65,

fundamental to practitioners but essential

songs and television shows, but also the

w h i c h c o v e r s i n d u s t r i a l - p ro c e s s

to all stakeholders interested in the

times of day when the home is empty. This

measurement, control and automation,

deployment of AI”, Diab concludes.

raises considerable concerns regarding

will be another potential group with whom
to liaise in terms of AI and industrial

privacy that will need to be resolved.

Keeping AI safe and secure

automation.

International Standards are essential
While the introduction of new AI

tools in the battle to provide information

SC 42 has set up a working group on

technologies has generated much

security and protect data against a

foundational Standards to provide a

excitement, it also raises concerns over

cyber attack. ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27, IT

framework and a common vocabulary.

security and the protection of data.

security techniques, has developed the

Several study groups (SGs) have been

ISO/IEC 27000 family of International

set up to examine the computational

The ubiquity of connected devices that

Standards for information security

approaches and characteristics of AI

are able to communicate with one another

management systems (ISMS) to enable

systems (SG 1), trustworthiness (SG 2),

increases the number of gateways that

organizations to keep their data assets

use cases and applications (SG 3) and

can potentially be used to breach a

secure. The IEC 62443 series of Standards

big data (SG 4).

system, whether at home or in a factory

provides security for industrial automation

or car. Cyber attacks can have disastrous

and control systems, including all critical

“It stands to reason that AI will be one of

consequences, causing production in a

infrastructure such as energy, healthcare

the most crucial enabling technologies

factory to shut down or a car to provoke

and transportation.

in our lifetime. JTC 1/SC 42 is looking

an accident.
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Planes, trains and automobiles
The future of transport – from flying cars to electric trucks
By Catherine Bischofberger

New technologies will revolutionize the way
we commute and transport goods over short
and long distances, helped by a plethora of IEC
International Standards.

forces to produce a prototype. Pop.Up

Keep on trucking

was launched at the 2017 show but since
then, the latching and locking system

The electrification of commercial

coupling the ground capsule and the air

vehicles is moving apace. Several major

module have been improved and the flying

manufacturers have launched light-duty

car is much lighter than the initial version.

electric trucks and plans are afoot to bring

A clever eye tracking and facial recognition

heavy-duty electric vehicles to market

Driving to work can be the stuff of

interface has been installed inside the

within the next couple of years. One of

nightmares. Endless traffic jams, pollution,

capsule, reading the passenger’s moods

the first light-duty trucks, the eCanter, has

nowhere to park – all these inconveniences

and wishes. Once it has landed, Pop.Up’s

a permanent synchronous electric motor

can combine to make the daily commute

ground capsule is intended to operate

with an output of 185 kW and is powered

quite unbearable. Vehicle manufacturers,

as an autonomous electric vehicle (EV),

by lithium–ion battery packs. According to

public transport companies, on-demand

using sensors, cameras and radars as

its manufacturer, it can travel up to 120 km

private transport services and local

well as light detecting and ranging (LIDAR)

before needing to be recharged. The same

authorities are all working on different

technology.

company is also developing an all-electric

ways to alleviate the driver’s burden, some
of which are more futuristic than others.

Off to a flying start

heavy-duty truck capable of traveling 350
A number of IEC technical committees

km on a single charge, while carrying

(TCs) and their subcommittees (SCs)

an 11 ton payload. IEC TC 21 prepares

prepare International Standards relating

Standards for all secondary cells and

to the components found in these

batteries. They cover the performance,

Several manufacturers are working to

technologies. IEC TC 47: Semiconductors,

dimensions, safety installation principles

merge aircraft and automotive technologies

publishes IEC 62969, which specifies the

and labelling of batteries used for the

in a bid to produce flying cars. Some

general requirements of power interfaces

propulsion of electric road vehicles.

of these strange hybrid objects were on

for automotive vehicle sensors. IEC

show at the 2018 Geneva International

TC 100: Audio, video and multimedia

The main types of all-electric propulsion

Motor Show (GIMS) which took place in

systems and equipment, develops

options for long-range vehicles, in addition

March. A European aircraft manufacturer,

Standards on digital cameras. IEC TC 69

to batteries, are hydrogen fuel cells and

a German automotive giant and an Italian

issues Standards pertaining to EV power

overhead catenary systems. Wireless

design and engineering outfit have joined

charging.

power transfer (WPT) systems are an

14
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e-trucks help reduce pollution in cities (Photo: Daimler AG)

alternative way of charging EVs, whether

to power an electric motor. IEC TC 105

placed directly on top of existing roadways.

stationary or in motion. WPT is based

prepares International Standards for fuel

The main challenge is to produce durable

on high-power inductive energy transfer.

cell technologies, that are used increasingly

panels that can withstand heavy weights.

This technology has been used for some

in the commercial EV sector.

The energy harvested by these modules is

years to power electric city buses in

then used to power lights and signals on

countries such as Belgium and Germany.

Trucks can also pick up power from

The IEC 69 Working Group (WG) 7 deals

overhead wires using pantographs, similar

specifically with electric vehicle WPT

to those used by trolley buses. IEC TC 69:

Thermoelectric generators (TEGs) can

systems. It is working on IEC 61980, a

Electric road vehicles and electric industrial

also be used to harvest energy from

three‑part series of International Standards

trucks, develops the IEC 61851 series of

roads. TEGs convert geothermal energy

that applies to equipment used in WPT from

International Standards to ensure that

into electrical power. Piezoelectricity is

supply network to electric road vehicles.

conductive charging systems are safe

the electric charge produced by certain

and reliable.

crystals when a mechanical stress is

For fuel cell-powered vehicles to operate,
hydrogen, which like other forms of fuel is

the road network.

applied. These crystals can be embedded

Reap the harvest

pumped from a fuelling station into the car,

beneath a layer of asphalt. As cars drive
over the road, the wheels exert a force

is fused chemically with oxygen from the

Some energy harvesting techniques place

that causes the crystals to deform and

air to make water. In the process, which

photovoltaic (PV) modules on top of the

generate electrical energy. This energy can

resembles what takes place in a battery,

road surface to capture solar power. These

then be used to power street lights or be

electricity is released and this is used

modules can either replace asphalt or be

stored in batteries for later use.
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IEC 62830-1, prepared by IEC TC 47:

Railway networks are also vulnerable

stakeholders involved in urban transport

Semiconductor devices, defines the

to cyber attacks. The move from

are scratching their heads, trying to

terms, definitions, symbols, configurations,

electromechanical to digital-IP enabled

find answers to one question: how can

and test methods that can be used to

technology is being encouraged by the

autonomous vehicles be integrated into

evaluate and determine the performance

European Union (EU). It is pushing for

an environment where most people

characteristics of vibration-based

countries to adopt the European Rail

are still driving cars? During the Future

piezoelectric energy harvesting devices

Traffic Management System (ERTMS),

Networked Car Symposium, organized

for practical use. This document is

which aims to replace the different national

by the International Telecommunication

applicable to energy harvesting devices

train control and command systems in

Union (ITU) and the United Nations

for consumer, general industrial, military

Europe. Railway systems are increasingly

Economic Commission for Europe

and aerospace applications without any

interconnected, enhancing the levels

(UNECE) at GIMS, experts agreed

limitations on device technology and size.

of risk. The Shift2Rail, an initiative that

that in the initial stages, most urban

On a more global level, Standards for

brings together key European railway

fleets of rented cars will have to offer

piezoelectric technology are developed by

stakeholders, is aiming to define how

a choice of human driven vehicles and

IEC TC 49,which deals with piezoelectric,

different aspects of cyber security should

autonomous ones, as well as different

dielectric and electrostatic devices.

be applied to the railway sector. It has

types of AVs. A similar mix will probably

assessed applicable Standards and

exist in public transport services –

selected the IEC 62443 series, published

especially if local authorities offer rental

by IEC TC 65: Industrial-process

systems themselves. Other questions

measurement, control and automation.

were asked: what will AVs look like in a

Cyber security for railways
As the use of connected vehicles increases,
so does the volume of cyber threats.
Hackers can steal automobiles, but even

decade? Will people still own cars at all?

From human-driven to autonomous

worse, take control of a vehicle’s computer

are putting their bets on a decrease in

systems and manipulate the brakes, engine

As the use of autonomous vehicles

and transmission system remotely.

(AVs) in cities becomes more likely,

Interior of a futuristic mode of transport (Photo: Airbus Popup)
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Cyber security for supply chains:
as strong as the weakest links
Supply chains vulnerabilities make them targets of choice for attacks
By Morand Fachot

As up to 80% of cyber breaches may originate
in supply chains, protecting these is an absolute
priority for all organizations. Industrial and
critical infrastructure assets are most at risk.
The IEC has developed many Standards for
these. It works also on conformity assessment
(CA) and global certification schemes through
Working Groups (WGs) set up by its Conformity
Assessment Board (CAB) and by the Certification
Management Committee (CMC) of IECEE, the IEC
System for Conformity Assessment Schemes for
Electrotechnical Equipment and Components.
Both should help better protect supply chains.

Critical infrastructure matters most

country’s society and economy. They

which includes personnel (developers,

include essentially similar sectors in many

suppliers, vendors, installers, staff working

countries. Damage to any of these can

on OT), processes as well as products, i.e.

have wide and very serious disruptive

components and systems central to OT,

implications for societies.

such as industrial automation and control
systems (IACS) and, increasingly, internet

Supply chain, a flexible and yet
comprehensive concept

of things (IoT) elements. Digitization
in all industrial sectors means more
vulnerabilities for industrial supply chains.

ISO/IEC 27036-1:2014, IT Security
techniques — Information security for
supplier relationships — Part 1: Overview

Different sectors and activities, but
facing similar challenges

and concepts, gives a very comprehensive
definition of the ICT supply chain. It

A recent conference on Managing Cyber

consists, it says, of a “set of organizations

Risk in Critical Infrastructure organized

with linked set of resources and processes,

by the Financial Times in London, and

each of which acts as an acquirer, supplier,

attended by e-tech, held a panel session

or both to form successive supplier

on Securing the critical supply chain.

The overall impact and severity of cyber

relationships established upon placement

Panellists included Chief Information

attacks vary according to targets. Cyber

of a purchase order, agreement, or other

Security Officers (CISOs) and Chief

attacks on businesses and industry may

formal sourcing agreement. (…)

Information Officer (CIOs) from the aviation

have disastrous consequences for the

and energy sectors who explained how

companies affected, and sometimes on

A definition of supply chain for industrial

they manage their supply chain and

society. They may ultimately force some

and other physical assets, such as

suppliers. They gave details of the

businesses or industries to close. However,

power grids, transportation systems,

challenges they face and the solutions they

the most serious cyber threats at country

smart manufacturing, etc. would be

deploy to meet them, bearing in mind that

level concern the critical infrastructure,

more comprehensive and complex as it

safety is also a major concern for them.

which cover assets and systems that

would comprise not ICT only but also the

Airbus Head of cyber security architecture,

are essential to the functioning of a

operational technology (OT) supply chain,

Dr Kevin Jones, explained that Airbus
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had three main activities: manufacturing

efforts are invested in making sure that

centrally and increasingly integrated

commercial aircraft, helicopters and

any code we have is well validated. As

across the continent within Eurocontrol,

defence equipment.

any large organization, we have a very

which means the digital transformation

complex and extensive supply chain and

and the way the air traffic control sector

“This gives Airbus a very large supplier

the ways we handle it very much depend

uses suppliers are happening everywhere.”

base at a time when it is going, like many

on the risks this supply chain poses to our

other manufacturers, through a huge

business,” Jones said.

transformation programme,” he said.

“Skyguide buys software directly so we’re
looking at contractual aspects, at source

Peter Merker, CISO for Skyguide, which

code reviews, which is new for us since

To protect its supply chain, Airbus

provides air navigation services for

we developed the codes ourselves.”

introduced a number of measures

Switzerland and certain adjacent parts

Skyguide owns SkySoft, a software

that include secure remote access for

of neighbouring countries, explained

development company, which specializes

suppliers and a certain degree of access

that the entire air traffic control sector

in air traffic control management systems.

segregation, full audit of Airbus’ and

was going through a huge technological

“We manage what we develop ourselves

suppliers’ production facilities and the

transformation driven by digitization. This

together with what we buy off-the-shelf,”

identification of vulnerabilities. Suppliers

digital transformation means moving away

Merker said.

have to review their process and make

from a monolithic equipment base with

sure they meet Airbus standards.

a lifecycle of over 20 years to systems

Dexter Casey, Group CISO for Centrica,

coming from the IT environment and

a British-based multinational energy and

As regards coding for safety environments,

“introducing commercial off-the-shelf

services company, explained that Centrica

Airbus has internal teams with experts in

software when we can, due to cost

had two main divisions, the first one, British

code reverse engineering and in reliability

pressures and flexibility. The entire air

Gas, for energy [gas and electricity] “has

assessment. “A lot of money, time and

navigation control system is managed

very large equipment, gas platforms and

Airbus A320 mobile tooling platform (Photo: Airbus Group)
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stations, thus facing challenges similar
to those mentioned by the previous
speakers.” The second Centrica division,
he added, is Connected Home, an IoT
company, “which has similar problems
too with chips and chipsets coming from
one place. It is proving extremely difficult
contractually to ask suppliers to change
configuration or make these components
unique,” Casey said, adding that Centrica
had 30 000+ suppliers, and a team of some
15 staff reviewing contracts and performing
security assessments. “What Centrica has
to do is to focus its efforts on the 100-200
suppliers that have a critical impact on
delivering its services,” he explained.
Several speakers mentioned the risks
posed by “watering hole” attacks, in which
malware is planted in certain websites of

Air navigation services are undergoing a transformation driven by digitization (Photo: nats.aero)

suppliers that are likely to be visited by the
organizations being targeted. Software
supply chain is an attractive target for

networks and IACS, relevant to many

can be handled and applied to certain

attackers. A July 2018 report by the US

domains, a number of IEC Technical

Standards in the IEC 62443 series.

National Counterintelligence and Security

Committees (TCs) and Subcommittees

Center (NCSC) warns that “software

(SCs) have developed specific Standards,

Additionally, this OD explains under which

supply chain infiltration already threatens

Technical Specifications and Requirements

conditions IECEE Cyber Certificates of

the critical infrastructure sector and is

for certain sectors.

Conformity – Industrial Cyber Security

poised to threaten other sectors.”

Capability can be delivered. They are
IEC CAB set up WG 17: Cyber security.

valid only when signed by an approved

All panellists agreed that they faced

WG 17 tasks include investigating the

Certification Body (CB) Testing Laboratory

similar challenges with infrastructures and

market needs and timeframe for CA

and appended to a Certificate issued by a

processes relying more and more on both

services (global certification schemes)

National Certification Body (NCB).

IT and OT, making it much more complex

for products, services, personnel and

than before to manage supply chains

integrated systems in the domain of cyber

These certificates are defined currently

when digitization was less widespread

security. However, they exclude the scope

for the following assessments: product

and cyber threats were not an issue.

of industrial automation applications

capability, process capability, product

covered by IECEE CMC WG 31: Cyber

application of capabilities, process

security. CAB WG 17 also communicates

application of capabilities and solution

to other industry sectors the generic cyber

application of capabilities, each applying to

security approach taken by IECEE CMC

one or more Standards in the IEC 62443

IEC very extensive work on cyber

WG 31 and how this may apply to those

series.

security includes Standards, Technical

other sectors.

CA and certification work will have a
growing impact on cyber security

Requirements and Specifications and,
increasingly, CA and certification.

Together with IEC cyber-related security
IECEE CMC WG 31 main task is to

Standards, the recent introduction of

“make a unique approach for CA to the

comprehensive CA/certification schemes

In addition to the ISO/IEC 27000 family

IEC 62443 series.” To do this it prepared

should ensure that systems, which rely

of Standards for IT service management,

OD-2061, a guidance Operational

on industrial communication networks

and to the IEC 62443 series of horizontal

Document, published in June 2018, to

and IACS, including supply chains, will

publications for industrial communication

describe how the conformity assessment

be better protected against cyber threats.
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A belt and braces approach to
cyber security
A holistic strategy, combining best practices with testing and certification,
is the best way to build cyber resilience
By Mike Mullane

We use the expression “belt and braces” to mean
that we are being extra careful about something.
The idea is that if our belt breaks unexpectedly,
our braces will ensure that our trousers stay up.
Organizations, factories and critical infrastructure must be protected against cyber attacks

While taking a belt and braces approach

against systems, facilities, technologies,

in national standards. This may lead to

may be regarded as being excessively

networks, assets and services essential

improved security, but cannot address

cautious in some circumstances, there is

to the health, safety, security or economic

the needs of individual organizations in a

no such thing as being too careful when

well-being of citizens. Attacks targeting

comprehensive manner.

it comes to cyber security. According to

critical infrastructure have provoked power

a recent report, a staggering 978 million

outages and compromised sensitive data,

A risk-based approach to security is

victims lost an astonishing USD 172 billion

as well as evoking nightmare scenarios

more effective, especially when based on

to cyber crime in 2017.

involving operations technology (OT)

an assessment of existing, or potential,

environments, such as water supply

internal vulnerabilities and identified, or

Challenges in cyber security are evolving

systems, petrochemical plants, nuclear

possible, external threats. This works

continuously, as we employ an ever growing

power plants (NPP) and transport

best as part of a holistic, belt and braces

number of connected devices and smart

infrastructure systems.

approach that combines standards

technologies in our homes and workplaces.

with testing and certification (conformity

In the past decade, we have gone from

In response to the growing threat, many

assessment), rather than treating them as

worrying about protecting our computers

organizations have based their cyber

distinct areas.

and smartphones to being aware of the

security strategies on compliance with

risks that refrigerators, thermostats and

mandatory rules and regulations. IEC

Such an approach increases the

other systems pose to network security in

and ISO International Standards are

confidence

the internet of things (IoT).

increasingly adopted by countries at the

demonstrating not only the use of security

regional and national level, either in full,

measures based on best practices, but

At the same time, there has been an

without any variation, or in part, with

also that an organization has implemented

alarming rise in the number of cyber attacks

supplementary requirements contained

the measures efficiently and effectively.
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Audit and certification

A systems approach works by prioritizing

control and electrical systems of nuclear

and mitigating risks to an acceptable

facilities, is developing specific Standards

level, which requires a neutral approach

for NPPs by adapting ISO/IEC 27001 and

The IEC is the only organization in the

that accommodates different kinds of

ISO/IEC 27002 to fit the nuclear context

world that provides an international

conformity assessment — ranging from

and coordinating with the IEC 62443 series.

and standardized form of testing and
certification for cyber security, which is

self-assessment to independent, thirdparty testing — according to the different

SC 45A has developed IEC 62645, Nuclear

levels of risk.

power plants — Instrumentation and

supplied by the IECEE.

control [I&C] systems — Requirements for

The IECEE Industrial Cyber Security

security programmes for computer-based

Programme tests and certifies cyber

systems, to protect microprocessor-based

security in the industrial automation sector,

The most effective defences rely on both

information and control systems. A second

in accordance with the IEC 62443 series.

‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ standards.

Standard, IEC 62859, Nuclear power

Horizontal standards are generic and

plants — Instrumentation and control

Increasing numbers of organizations are

flexible, while vertical standards cater to

systems — Requirements for coordinating

turning to third-party certification audits to

very specific needs. Two examples stand

safety and cyber security, provides a

ensure that they have a solid information

out.

framework for managing the interactions

security management system (ISMS) in

between safety and cyber security.

place which conforms to ISO/IEC 27001.

Horizontal standards

The ISO/IEC 27000 family of Standards
helps to protect purely information

ISO/IEC 27006 provides the requirements

Protecting critical infrastructure

systems (IT) and ensures the free flow

that certification and registration
bodies need to meet in order to offer

of data in the virtual world. It provides

Several other IEC technical committees

a powerful, horizontal framework for

(TCs) and SCs prepare International

benchmarking against best practices in

Standards that protect specific domains

the implementation, maintenance and

and keep industry and critical infrastructure

continual improvement of controls.

assets safe. Here is a selection of them:

ISO/IEC 27001 certification services.

A secure framework
The IEC provides a framework
incorporating multiple Standards covering

IEC 62443, the other horizontal Standards

IEC TC 57: Power systems management

a variety of IoT and OT technologies. More

series, is designed to keep OT systems

and associated information exchange,

than 200 cyber security Standards enable

running in the real world. It can be applied

develops, among many others, the

organizations to increase their resilience

to any industrial environment, including

IEC 61850 series of publications for

and robustness in the face of a rapidly-

critical infrastructure facilities, such as

communication networks and systems

evolving threat.

power utilities or nuclear plants, as well

for power utility automation, and the

as in the health and transport sectors.

IEC 60870 series for telecontrol equipment

The framework integrates horizontal

IECEE, the IEC System of Conformity

and systems.

Standards that are suitable for all sectors,
such as ISO/IEC 27000 or IEC 62443,

Assessment Schemes for Electrotechnical
Equipment and Components, has created

IEC TC 65: Industrial-process measure-

with vertical Standards written for

global certification services based on the

ment, control and automation, prepares

specific sectors. This is a systems-based

IEC 62443 series.

publications that specify security

approach, reflecting the interactive nature

requirements for industrial automation and

and interdependence of external and

control systems (IACS) in the IEC 62443

internal factors and based on the core

series.

idea that individual Standards are only

Vertical standards
Complementing the horizontal standards

really effective when they form part of a

are bespoke solutions designed to meet

IEC TC 80: Maritime navigation and

the needs of specific sectors. There are

radiocommunication

equipment

vertical standards covering the specific

and

developed

A systems-based approach is about

security needs of the nuclear sector,

IEC 61162-450:2016. In parallel,

sustainability, which is a vital component

industrial communications networks,

TC 80 has developed IEC 61162-460:2018

of any cyber defence strategy. Only through

industrial automation and the maritime

to expand requirements when there is a

accurate risk assessment is it possible to

industry, among others. For example, IEC

need for enhanced safety and security

strike the right balance between the level of

Subcommittee (SC) 45A: Instrumentation,

Standards.

protection and testing, and the overall cost.

systems,

has

holistic strategy.
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Embracing the technology that
is reshaping our world
Innovative information technologies are an inextricable part of modern life
By Antoinette Price

Billions of connected devices and systems make
up the internet of things (IoT), and help to simplify
how we communicate, work and go about daily
tasks.

Standards go hand in hand with
information technology

In an earlier interview, he highlighted key
topics for 2018, including IoT: “Our IoT
subcommittee is very active and is part

The scope of standardization activities in

of the foundation of IoT for other sectors,

the IEC and ISO Joint Technical Committee

whether automotive, healthcare or even

for information technology (ISO/IEC JTC 1)

smart cities”.

continues to evolve and broaden with the
Advances in digitization, including

technology trends.

analytics, artificial intelligence (AI) and

On the subject of the growing application
of AI in many industries, he said: “AI holds

automation are redefining how businesses

Some areas covered include automatic

such promise for industry and society,

and industries work, from agriculture,

identification and data capture techniques,

but at the same time, some aspects of

and energy management, to healthcare,

biometrics, cloud computing and IT

it concern people. It’s changing quickly

manufacturing and transport.

security techniques, cards and personal

and there’s so much innovation in this

identification, coding of audio, picture and

space. This means there’s an opportunity

Predictive analytics, based on AI machine

multimedia information, the internet of

for voluntary standards to help set the

learning and algorithms, can improve

things and IT service management and

norms that we all agree should apply to

business processes by enabling better

governance.

AI and its applications”

New leadership

Regarding the constant need for cyber

decision-making and automating decisions,
on demand, in order to meet business
goals. In healthcare, predictive analytics

security in our connected world, to ensure

helps improve patient care, disease

In January 2018, Phil Wennblom took

all the devices and systems we use are

management and hospital administration.

over as the new JTC 1 Chair, bringing an

safe and secure, Wennblom noted: “It

in-depth knowledge and experience in IT

would be hard to overstate the importance

When we ask the personal assistants in

standardization. He has served as Chair

of cyber security. If an IoT device isn’t

our devices to find the nearest Japanese

of INCITS – the US Technical Advisory

secure, and you don’t feel you can trust

restaurant, or read our emails to us, this is

Group, which mirrors the work of JTC 1,

it, then it’s not very useful. For cars or

AI at work, in the form of voice recognition

and is Senior Director of Standards Policy

medical devices, the threat of being

technology.

for Intel Corporation.

hacked is a concern. That’s why cyber
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Robot arms already help doctors find the ideal position for interventional needles

security and IT security need to be the

such as robustness, resiliency, reliability,

underpinning of everything else.”

accuracy, safety, security, and privacy
must be considered from the get-go.

All eyes on AI

Staying ahead of the trends
We use biometric data, such as a
fingerprint, to access our smart phones,

Another essential project is the

monitor aspects of our own health using

Industry recognizes standardization will

development of a big data reference

wearables and shop online thanks to

be essential to the broad adoption of AI.

architecture. From a data science

electronic tags, which contain product

Involving many stakeholders, including

perspective, expert participation, use

information and enable tracking from the

research, academia, industry, practitioners,

cases and applications, future anticipated

warehouse to our doors.

policy makers and ethics advocates, AI is

work on analytics, and the role of systems

expected to be one of the most crucial

integration (working with other ISO, IEC

Digitization is happening rapidly in

enabling technologies in our lifetime.

and JTC 1 committees on application

industry, businesses and daily life and new

areas), the big data work programme

technologies not only require standards,

During its first year, the new Subcommittee

lines up well with the work of SC 42.

they also influence existing standards.

for AI (JTC 1/ SC 42), which has been

From an industry practice point of view,

mandated to provide guidance to JTC 1,

it’s hard to imagine applications where one

JTC 1 has established a permanent group

IEC, and ISO committees developing AI

technology is present without the other.

on emerging technology and innovation

applications, began its busy work

(JETI). The group continually assesses

programme. This involves developing

“One of the unique things about what IEC

opportunities for the evolving information

foundational standards, which will provide

and ISO are doing through SC 42 is that we

and communications technology business

for a framework and common vocabulary.

are looking at the entire ecosystem and not

needs, and proposes actions that JTC 1

just one technical aspect. Combined with

should consider, for it to remain relevant.

Connected products and services and

the breadth of application areas covered

Some of the trend technologies it has

critical infrastructure, such as power plants

in IEC and ISO technical committees

identified include connected cars, digital

or manufacturing sites, must be kept safe

(TCs), this will provide a comprehensive

twin, 4D printing and neuromorphic

and secure. A very important aspect of

approach to AI standardization with IT and

computing.

SC 42 work will cover trustworthiness and

domain experts”, said Wael William Diab,

related areas from a system perspective,

Chair, JTC 1/ SC 42.
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Clothes that reveal how you really feel
Electronics and sensors woven into textiles and other wearables enable comfortable and
reliable health monitoring
By Alan Hodgson, Chair, IEC TC 119: Printed Electronics

International Standards for wearable electronics
devices are now being actively worked on within
a number of technical committees (TCs) in the
IEC community.

Some of the work packages within
IEC TC 119 have particular relevance to
wearable electronic devices. For example,
there is the ongoing work to standardize
test methods for flexible and stretchable
inks and substrates. IEC TC 119 has
already published a Technical Report

Market sectors for wearable electronic
devices

on the materials needed for printed
electronics in wearable electronic devices,
available as IEC TR 62899-250:2016,

Printed electronics has applications

Printed electronics – Part 250: Material

in most of the following sectors:

technologies required in printed electronics

sport and wellness, commercial and

for wearable smart devices. In addition,

industrial, military, consumer electronics,

IEC TC 119 is working on test methods

communications, apparel and medical

and procedures for product parameters,

and healthcare, but mostly within textile

lifetime assessment and reliability testing

electronics and sensor fabrication.

of printed flexible gas sensors.

Printed electronics looks set to be a
key technology in the future of wearable

Smart textiles could save lives by monitoring
aspects of health at work (Photo: Toyobo Co Ltd)

electronics as the market transitions from

In the specific field of standardization of
wearable electronics, standardization has

hard devices in plastic to flexible and

The formation of IEC TC 124 came out of

already commenced from IEC TC 124

conformable electronics. For example,

an initiative from the IEC Standardization

within three working groups (WGs).

wearable heart rate sensors, fabricated

Management Board (SMB).
WG 1 – Terminology is working

using printed graphene onto a cotton
substrate combine textiles with sensors

Relevant areas of standardization

on this single topic, an important
area as there is a need to establish

in order to give assemblies which are
more flexible and comfortable than those

Standardization in the field of printed

a common understanding of

available today.

electronics takes place within IEC TC 119.

terminology to facilitate dialogue
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between stakeholders. IEC is in a

and have hosted IEC TC 119 Working

Cocomi material. This looks likely to be a

unique position to set standardized

Groups, extending the offer to IEC TC 124.

growth area for IEC TC 124.

terminology in this emerging area,

Collaborations with such groups facilitate

with resources such as Electropedia.

extending into new areas such as printable

New technologies such as this need new

WG 2 – e-textiles, an emerging

device encapsulation and the sustainability

delegates to make progress. Many of these

area between electronics adapted

aspect of this work. Participation in the

technologies have only recently emerged

for textiles and textiles adapted for

IEC Advisory Committee on Environmental

from universities and are often led by younger

electronics. This is also an area of

Aspects (ACEA) may be the next step.

persons. Over recent General Meetings,

overlap with IEC TC 119 as printing
has a significant role in the fabrication

IEC TC 119 has been privileged to host

Looking to the future

of e-textile systems. Working Group

delegates from the IEC Young Professionals
Programme, which has been developed

2 is working on a wash test method

There are a number of communities as

to increase the involvement of upcoming

for leisure and sportswear e-textile

yet underrepresented in the IEC technical

electrotechnology experts and leaders in

systems, critical areas for the

committee structure that will be important

IEC work. We look forward to hosting further

consumer market. These tests are

to move printed electronics for wearables

delegates at the 2018 meeting – they are

very important for consumer leisure

towards industrialization, for example the

key to our progress and the future of the IEC.

and sportswear garments, because

bioelectronics community. Bioelectronics

the end user has a legitimate

is an interdisciplinary area focusing on

expectation that any e-textile

the electronic monitoring and control of

functionality will remain working after

biological systems, and the engineering

International standardization work in

multiple wash cycles.

of the bio-interface.

the field of wearable electronic devices

WG 4 – devices and systems

Conclusions

has started within IEC TC 124. Printed

looks set to focus on the sensor

IEC TC 124 started to explore this new

electronics technologies from IEC TC 119

elements in the near future, an area

area during the Plenary meeting, held in

have a role to play in future wearable

of significant interest across the IEC

2018 at the University of Manchester, UK.

electronic devices and by working together

community.

The university has a bioelectronics network

we can facilitate both industrialization

and showed some initial assemblies

and standardization. We look forward to

featuring printed graphene. There were

interacting with the wider IEC community

also some industrial examples from the

at the 2018 General Meeting in Busan.

Liaison relationships for wearable
electronic devices

Japanese delegation featuring the Toyobo
Both IEC TC 119 and IEC TC 124 have
established liaisons with IEC TC 47:
Semiconductor devices, and IEC TC 110:
Electronic display devices, as both these
technologies will feature in printed and
wearable electronics. Under discussion
at the Manchester IEC TC 124 Plenary
meeting was extending the liaison work
with IEC TC 101: Electrostatics, as a
Technical Report on the implications for
these technologies may be timely. Both
IEC TCs also liaise with ISO technical
committees and IEC also reaches out to
external communities to integrate their work.
One group that has been particularly
supportive of IEC standardization efforts
is the Organic and Printed Electronics
Association (OE-A) who have allowed IEC
work to be presented at their meetings
As electronics become flexible, increasingly they are woven into smart fabrics (Photo: Hindrik Johannes
de Groot/Shutterstock.com)
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Building on synergies is the way forward
IEC develops effective business model for systems committees
By Antoinette Price

Increasingly, industry projects need to apply a
combination of standards, in order for products
and systems to run smoothly. The technology
must be interoperable at different levels and
between diverse domains, while remaining
secure and safe.

The SyC Smart energy has created a

A new approach

business model, which would help SyCs
to achieve this and also enable industry to

Moving with the times, the business

understand and better use Standards, as

model considers the fact that systems are

well as be aware of what is in the pipeline.

constantly evolving and require continual
feedback and input to be able to adapt to

“If industry knows what’s available, what

the latest market requirements.

it needs and what changes and new
Standards are on the horizon, this will

Additionally, many TCs have increasing

This can be complex when standards

more likely favour the broad effective

liaisons with other TCs and SDOs, and they

developed by different standards

adoption of Standards”, said Richard

work on multiple projects, and they can be

development organizations (SDOs),

Schomberg, Chair, IEC SyC Smart

involved with several SyCs. Consequently,

and even different groups within a given

energy.

SyCs would greatly benefit from using

SDO have varied semantic models and

similar or a common business model.

architecture references.

… which adds value
Working together in a connected world
The added value of the business model
IEC Systems Committees (SyC) aim to

will be achieved with a new approach to

provide industry with a consistent, thorough

the Standards development process itself

and easy to use portfolio of Standards, while

and include:

supporting the technical committees which
develop the Standards. They are comprised

A combination of use cases analysis

of experts on working and advisory groups

and mapping (top-down) with

which liaise with other IEC technical

resolving inconsistencies identified

committees and SDOs in the specific fields,

by TCs, industry or SyC members

such as active assisted living (AAL), smart

(bottom-up).

cities, low voltage direct current (LVDC),
smart manufacturing and smart energy.
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Richard Schomberg, Chair, IEC SyC Smart
Energy

The SyC will provide a constant
framework of processes, methods,

Technical committees

Smart meters provide access to real-time information, enabling more accurate billing and control of energy use

tools and use cases collection,

close loops externally of IEC like with

comments during the validation

analysis and mapping to produce

Standards users, regional regulatory

process of SyC deliverables.

roadmaps and development plans

and other organizations, as well as

with associated TCs.

SDOs for telecommunication and

Closing loops, meaning ensuring

internet players.

About IEC SyC Smart energy
IEC SyC Smart energy began in 2009 as

a control and reaction by relevant
groups whenever their activities or

“The SyC is organizing forums that offer

a strategic group. It has since evolved into

deliverables are implied in system

many benefits because they allow the

a Systems Committee with six groups

works. Forums organized on a

cross communication of all stakeholders,

covering generic smart grid requirements,

regular basis getting together at the

while supporting and offering a broader

roadmap, standards development plan,

same place and time representatives

view of TC/SC activities”, said Schomberg.

methodology and tools, TC forum and
more. Drawing on almost a decade of

of the relevant groups on targeted
system situations is the way forward.

Additional feedback mechanism

experience, the new business model

Forums for IEC TCs/SCs make it

allowing a new type of registered

has been developed through a series of

possible to close loops inside IEC,

members (TCs/SCs and also some

workshops with ten TCs that are most

while other types of Forums will

non-IEC members) to provide

relevant to smart energy.
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A glimpse into the future
Pioneering research spurs on IEC multimedia work
By Catherine Bischofberger

Cutting edge research and development
(R&D) projects are improving tomorrow’s
world for people with disabilities, for car
drivers and even for radio listeners. IEC
Technical Committee (TC) 100: Audio, video
and multimedia systems and equipment, is
preparing the ground for the appropriate
International Standards.
Several research projects studied by IEC TC 100 aim to help people with disabilities
(Photo: United Airforce)

What if the visually and hearing

In the vanguard

impaired could use their clothes to

that are able to recognize and interpret
human emotions. We will integrate

understand us? How will driverless

Among these pioneering R&D endeavours,

vibration, tingling and temperature to

cars operate in complex urban

SUITCEYES is a three-year long research

convey messages on the parts of the body

environments? Researchers on several

and innovation undertaking, which like

that are most suitable for reception of

forward-thinking projects financed by

its fellow projects, is funded by the EU’s

those signals”, describes Nasrine Olson,

the EU are coming up with answers

Horizon 2020 programme, a research

one of the researchers on the programme.

to these questions. The technologies

and innovation plan with nearly EUR 80

were outlined during a recent

billion of funding available over seven

Another of these R&D projects is

workshop with IEC TC 100, whose

years (2014 to 2020). The researchers

INSENSION. The aim of this enterprise

standardization experts are involved in

involved in SUITCEYES aim to develop

is to design and develop an information

several fields relevant to the research.

a haptic interface, using smart textiles

and communication technology platform

“It is particularly exciting to study these

as a basis, to facilitate interactive

which will help to improve the life

new technologies as they will require

communication with the deaf and blind.

of people with profound and multiple

IEC International Standards in order

“Sensors will be integrated into the fabric

learning disabilities, using a number of

to be adopted worldwide”, says David

and used to capture information about the

advanced technologies previously not

Felland, Chair of IEC TC 100.

surroundings. We will also utilize systems

broadly available to them. They include
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gesture, facial and voice recognition,

As a case in point, the TC reorganized

immerse yourself in the sound coming

unobtrusive monitoring of physiological

its TAs, following its most recent plenary

from the stadium and the fans. That will be

parameters as well as the internet of

meeting in San Diego. It created two

perfectly possible thanks to object-based

things. “I wanted to engage with

new TAs: TA 19: Environmental aspects

audio technology”, Felland adds.

research projects starting their work,

for multimedia schemes and TA 20:

such as INSENSION and SUITCEYES,

Analogue and digital audio. TA 19 takes

to see if they could work with all the

over the work previously accomplished

relevant Technical Areas (TAs) of TC 100

by TA 12, TA 13 and TA 14 in areas to

Last but not least is UP-Drive. The aim of

from the beginning, giving information

do with world-acclaimed standardization

the project is to solve a number of complex

on requirements for Standards that

for the measurement of electronic display

technology issues which stand in the way

they identified, and offering a way of

power consumption and energy saving,

of automating vehicles completely. For

introducing young researchers to the

greenhouse gas emissions, battery-run-

instance, cameras or radar systems are

standardization process”, explains Kate

time management and environmentally

used for feature and landmark detection

Grant, Chair of the Advisory Group on

conscious design. TA 20 assumes the

to help vehicles identify their location. The

Strategy of IEC TC 100, who initiated

mantle of TA 11, relating to audio Standards.

problem is that landmarks and landscape
features vary over time and with the

the workshop.

IEC expertise

Driving to the edge

“We have come full circle: a lot of our initial

change of seasons. In order to overcome

work in TC 100 was about producing

these hurdles, researchers on the project

audio Standards for microphones and

are focusing on the following areas:

IEC TC 100, one of the most prolific

analogue systems, such as loudspeakers.

TCs within the IEC, has 20 different

Seventy years later, we are looking at new

Robust 360° object detection using

IEC TC 100/TAs, that deal with topics

revolutionary digital audio technologies

low-level spatiotemporal association,

such as colour measurement and

which will totally change the way we

tracking and fusion mechanisms

management (TA 2) or multimedia

experience sound. And TA 20 will be

Accurate metric localization and

systems and equipment for cars (TA 17).

handling standardization in those areas”,

geometrically consistent mapping in

Among these, TA 16 is set up to prepare

Felland says.

large-scale semi-structured areas
Mechanisms for efficient and cost-

International Standards for active assisted
living (AAL) technologies, which can be

Pump up the volume

effective long-term data management
across devices

defined as systems and devices for
supporting the well-being, health and

One example of a new revolutionary

care of disabled and older people. They

technology for audio is project Orpheus,

TA 17: Multimedia systems for cars,

include wearable electronic devices and

aimed at radio listeners. It was completed

develops Standards which specify the

specific user interfaces relating to audio,

in May 2018. Researchers used object-

equipment for car infotainment, event

video and multimedia systems. The TA

based techniques for making radio

monitoring and recording as well as driving

liaises with the IEC System Committee

broadcasts interactive, immersive and

assistance. The TA has recently released

on Active assisted living (SyC AAL), which

personalized. Object-based audio relies

IEC Technical Specification (TS) 63033 on

aims to foster the standardization of AAL

on a new generation encoder that inserts

drive monitoring systems which provides

products, services and systems to enable

specialized object metadata in each audio

the basis for video technology that could

independent living for AAL users.

track. This identifies each track as an

eliminate blind spots for car drivers in

object that can be personalized.

a variety of situations. They include
parking, turning corners and driving in

IEC TC 100 decided to set up TAs instead
of subcommittees “because we wanted to

The benefits of this new technology will

experiment with a different approach that

first be reaped by the hearing impaired.

could help to speed up the development

They will be able to increase the volume

“Up-Drive is an interesting project which

process, as multimedia systems are

of separate dialogue tracks, in order to

confirms that the work produced by TA 17

evolving so fast. The TA structure is more

hear them better. “Object-based audio

is aligned with these new developments.

flexible as the groups can be created

enables the listener to take control over

Keeping informed about this type of

and disbanded rapidly, in line with new

what he or she listens to. You could be

research shows just how much more work

technology developments”, Felland

watching a football match, say, and not

we can do in all these areas”, Felland

explains.

want to listen to the commentary but only

concludes.

heavy traffic.
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IECEE work benefits the environment,
workplace and homes
Testing and certification can save energy and make life safer
By Antoinette Price

Every day, whether at home, in the workplace,
hospitals, airports or other public places, we
come into contact with many devices and their
operating systems, which we expect should
function safely and reliably.
Automation controls everything from manufacturing processes to home systems and appliances
(Photo: www.businesscomputingworld.co.uk)

IECEE, the IEC System of Conformity

electronic devices and systems found in

with the focus on IEC 61508 and other

Assessment Schemes for Electrotechnical

public spaces, offices or homes. Many of

derived functional safety Standards as a

Equipment and Components, is an

them could cause harm to people, animals

future state.

international conformity assessment

or the environment if they didn’t have

system based on IEC International

built-in safety mechanisms that activate

The IECEE Management Committee has

Standards.

exactly when needed to reduce potential

approved of the new Programme and

risks down to a tolerable level. This is also

certification bodies and laboratories are

The different schemes test the safety,

the case for complex technology used for

currently updating their scopes to include

quality, efficiency and overall performance

safety-related systems for all industries.

the Standards noted above.

devices and equipment to ensure they

Based on an expressed need by industry,

comply with IEC International Standards.

the IECEE established a Task Force to

Protecting critical infrastructure from
cyber threats

From batteries, cables and cords, energy

define market relevant solutions and

efficiency and industrial automation, to

services related to functional safety in

As the digitization of industries progresses,

office equipment, power tools and electric

the IECEE CB Scheme. The Task Force

it is increasingly important to ensure smart

toys, IECEE covers 23 categories of

members decided to limit the focus of

systems remain secure, for example, by

electrical equipment and testing services.

the new proposed Functional Safety (FS)

protecting energy security and critical

programme to a scope of three Standards:

energy infrastructure from cyber attacks.

of electrical and electronic components,

Limiting risk through functional safety

IEC 60947-5-3 and IEC IEC 60947-5-5
(related to discrete hardware only), and

Last November, IECEE, Cyber Security

Functional safety is a vital part of an

IEC 61800-5-2 (safe torque off (STO)

Task Force, ran a comprehensive

increasing number of electric and

function related to discreet hardware only),

cyber security workshop, based on the
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IEC 62443 series of Standards for the

able to evaluate risks and get access to

regulations to enforce the transition to

security for industrial automation and

methodologies that will enable them to

energy efficient products.

control systems, and more workshops are

test and certify the safety and functionality

planned later this year. These Standards

of such equipment and systems.

Other organizations also contribute
towards this effort. The UN runs United

have already been adopted by different
industries, including power plants and

Based on this need to have qualified

for Efficiency (U4E) programmes directed

railway networks, and are now used as the

personnel conducting the evaluations

towards developing countries, to assist in

basis for IECEE Certificates of Conformity

of the functional safety of industrial

the reduction of greenhouse gases and

for Industrial Cyber Security Capability.

installations and equipment, IECEE

cost of energy. The UN and participating

is developing a programme for the

organizations have expressed an interest

Certification of Personnel Competency

in IECEE work regarding energy efficiency.

(CoPC) in the areas of cyber security and

It is exploring possible collaborative efforts

functional safety, among others.

to engage developing countries and

Ensuring personal competency
The Task Force (TF) for Certification
of Personal Competency (CoPC)

provide a possible source of approved

has received the go-ahead from the

Working from the successful model of such

testing laboratories and certification

Certification Management Committee

a CoPC programme first established in

bodies as a means to enhance the

(CMC) to develop a programme for CoPC,

the IECEx, IECEE is working with Nippon

acceptance and use of U4E regulatory

related to machinery safety in accordance

Electric Control Equipment (NECA) and their

models.

with IEC and ISO Standards.

very successful CoPC programme which is
applied in Asia. Deliverables would include

In light of this, the IECEE Policy and

With the advent of increased human-

Certificates of Personal Competency based

Strategy Committee (PSC) has decided to

machine interfaces (HMI) and the

on levels of competency.

establish a Task Force to see how IECEE

expansion of artificial intelligence (AI) as
well as the use of robotics in both the

can work with the UN to provide services

Potential IECEE/UN collaboration

industrial and commercial arenas, the

for a UN model regulation for lighting. The
TF will include UN-nominated participants

need for risk mitigation is amplified. In this

In a bid to reduce carbon dioxide

context, competent engineers have to be

emissions, many countries use mandatory

to represent the UN U4E.

Energy efficient lighting saves energy usage, lasts longer, reduces maintenance and cost and enhances light quality
(Photo: www.consumerenergysolutions.com)
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IECRE certification raises the bar in
renewables industry
First IECRE solar PV certificate issued to leading global provider
By Antoinette Price

Many countries around the world are working
towards producing more power from and
increasing the amount of renewables to be
integrated into national energy supplies.
IECRE issued its first solar photovoltaic (PV) certificate in 2018 (Photo: Pixabay)

The global transition from fossil fuels to

A key milestone for solar PV

renewable energy (RE) is well under way,

all stakeholders will have confidence and
trust that devices and installations are built

with record new additions of installed

The International Energy Agency (IEA)

to International Standards and perform

renewable energy capacity, thanks in part

Renewables 2017 Report highlights that

as promised”, said Kerry McManama,

to rapidly falling costs, particularly for solar

new solar photovoltaic (PV) capacity grew

Executive Secretary and COO of the

photovoltaic (PV) and wind power.

globally by 50% in 2016, reaching over

IECRE System.

74 GW. It also notes that for the first time,

Safety from the outset

solar PV additions rose faster than any other

Promoting standards globally

fuel, surpassing the net growth in coal.
The important work of IECRE, the IEC

Throughout the year, IECRE representatives

System for Certification to Standards

In May 2018, IECRE issued its first

help drive RE development by promoting

Relating to Equipment for Use in

solar photovoltaic (PV) certificate. The

the importance of standardization at

Renewable Energy Applications, helps

IEC Technical Specification (TS) 62941

international events around the world.

facilitate trade of equipment and services

certificate has raised the industry

for the marine, solar PV and wind sectors,

standards for PV module product design,

For example, the Chair for the Marine

while maintaining the required level of

development, product certification,

Energy, Operational Management

safety and expected performance.

process control, raw material control and

Committee of IECRE, Jonathan Colby,

procurement, as well as product testing

attended the United Nations Economic

and monitoring.

Commission for Europe (UNECE) Group

IECRE Schemes for each sector will
cover products, services and personnel,

of Experts on Renewable Energy Efficiency

to provide testing, inspection and

“The IECRE System for certifying PV

(GERE) in Geneva, Switzerland. The

certification.

products, systems, and farms ensures that

event attracted ministers, companies
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developing RE equipment and systems,

is vital for reducing electricity costs,

to address the deficiencies within the

and international organizations, such

since it contributes to ensuring stability

IEC 61400-22 Standard.

as the International Renewable Energy

for the investors and other stakeholders.

Agency (IRENA) and the International

QA helps to reduce risk by providing the

Over the past eight years, the membership

Energy Agency (IEA), and resulted in

confidence that a product or service will

within the wind sector has improved,

three proposals to further promote

meet expectations. This in turn, lowers

enhanced, and made additions to those

standardization and other RE activities

capital costs, raises performance and

previous requirements, through adoption

within the ECE region.

increases module lifespans. Reference

of the IECRE rules and specifications,

is also made to the IECRE Conformity

or Operational Documents (ODs).

Assessment System.

Consequently, as of 31 August 2018,

During the Forum on Regional Cooperation:
Developing Quality Infrastructure for

IEC 61400-22:2010 will be withdrawn

IEC withdraws Standard for wind
energy conformity assessment

and replaced by the IECRE Conformity

America and Caribbean region to develop

IEC TC 88, which covers wind energy

About IECRE

and implement quality infrastructure for

generation systems, had previously

solar PV systems, George Kelly, Secretary

published IEC 61400-22:2010, related to

In 2014, IECRE was created because the

of IEC Technical Committee (TC) 82, which

the assessment of conformity by testing

ever-increasing demand for electricity, and

develops International Standards for solar

laboratories and certification bodies.

the desire to reduce power generated by

Photovoltaic Energy Generation in
Santiago, Chile, aimed at engaging

Assessment System.

policymakers and regulators in the Latin

fossil fuels, have led to rapid development

PV energy systems, presented the benefits
of certification of PV systems using IECRE.

At the time, the Conformity Assessment

and growth of the RE sector. IECRE also

Board (CAB) requested TC 88 to transfer

addresses the specific requirements of

The IRENA report Boosting global PV

all conformity assessment content to be

the RE sector, which are not covered by

markets: The role of quality infrastructure,

managed by CAB. The IECRE conformity

the existing IEC Conformity Assessment

was released during the event. The report

assessment system was then established

Systems.

emphasizes that quality assurance (QA)

and the wind sector developed partly

Oceans represent a large source of untapped energy (Photo: www.engineerlive.com)
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Targeting safety, growing popularity
IECEx prevalence in the Ex industry sector
By Claire Marchand

Explosive (Ex) atmospheres – also termed
hazardous areas/locations – which can be
caused by flammable gases, mists or vapours
or by combustible dusts, are by no means
restricted to the oil, gas and petrochemical
industry sectors.

operating equipment that incorporates

In addition, the IECEx Conformity Mark

an explosion-protection technique as

Licencing System operates in association

part of its design and manufacturing. It

with the IECEx Certified Equipment

is also necessary to hire staff that has the

Scheme.

required training, skills and competences
to work in hazardous areas.

High demand for certification of nonelectrical equipment

IEC, through IECEx, the IEC System
for Certification to Standards Relating

Following the publication in 2016 of five

to Equipment for Use in Explosive

ISO and ISO/IEC International Standards

Atmospheres, has the mechanisms in

developed by IEC Subcommittee (SC) 31M:

The risk of fire or explosion exists in a variety

place to help industry, authorities and

Non-electrical equipment and protective

of other sectors, such as transportation –

regulators ensure that equipment

systems for explosive atmospheres, the

in clu d in g aeros p a c e – f u r n i t u re

(electrical and non-electrical) as well as

demand for certification in compliance

manufacturing, automotive manufacturing

the people working in Ex locations benefit

with

and repair, pharmaceuticals, food

from the highest level or safety.

atmospheres – Part 36: Non-electrical

Mitigating risks

processing, grain handling and storage,
sugar refineries and coal mining. They all

ISO

80079-36,

Explosive

equipment for explosive atmospheres –

IECEx at a glance

utilize flammable substances in quantities

Basic method and requirements, and
ISO 80079-37, Explosive atmospheres –

that may result in concentrations that

The Conformity Assessment System

Part 37: Non-electrical equipment for

are potentially explosive, whether that

operates the following industry-specific

explosive atmospheres – Non electrical

is during normal operation or due to

Schemes:

type of protection constructional safety

abnormal situations arising.

“c”, control of ignition source “b”, liquid
IECEx Certified Equipment Scheme

immersion “k”, has kept growing steadily.

Zero risk may not be conceivable but there

IECEx Certified Service Facilities

are measures that can be taken to mitigate

Scheme

The service meets the need for industry

hazards and make sure that those working

IECEx Scheme for Certification of

to ensure that not only the electric

in Ex environments do so in the safest

Personnel Competence

motor is tested and certified but also the

possible way. These include installing and
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Ex equipment as well as repair and overhaul are at the core of IECEx testing and certification.

Non-electrical equipment may include

implement the International Ex Standards

terminology and protection concepts for

dosing pumps, cabinet coolers, sensing

and to work on, or repair, equipment

electrical equipment used in explosive

devices, couplings, pumps, gearboxes,

located in hazardous areas. The CoPC

atmospheres, based on the IEC 60079

brakes, hydraulic and pneumatic motors

complements the other IECEx Schemes

series of International Standards prepared

and any combination of devices that

to ensure that equipment and people

by IEC Technical Committee (TC) 31:

are part of machinery, fans, engines,

working in the Ex field operate in the safest

Equipment for explosive atmospheres.

compressors, assemblies, etc.

possible conditions.

They cover theoretical and practical
assessments and assist candidates in

Training for personnel certification

To assist applicants in their preparation

selecting and preparing for the relevant

for the CoPC, IECEx launched the IECEx

units of competence.

To meet Ex industry needs and ensure

Recognized Training Provider (RTP)

that all safety aspects have been covered,

programme for organizations that have

There are currently 20 RTPs, in Australia,

IECEx set up the IECEx CoPC Scheme in

specific programmes in support of IEC

Asia, Europe and North America, listed

early 2010, providing companies working

International Standards and the IECEx

on the IECEx website; several others

in the Ex field with independent proof that

System. These RTPs provide candidates

may join them in the coming months. It

a person has the required competence to

with knowledge and understanding of the

is worth noting that one of the oil majors,
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PETRONAS of Malaysia, has successfully

A total of 120 participants were present,

high-level experts will make presentations,

achieved IECEx RTP status for its own

mainly from Croatia and also from

share their expertise and knowledge and

internal training facility.

neighbouring European countries: Bosnia-

answer questions from the audience.

Herzegovina, Germany, Hungary, Italy,

Spring and summer events in 2018

Montenegro, Poland, Serbia, Slovenia

Attendance at IECEx conferences is free of

and Turkey.

charge to ensure that as many people as

Since 2012, when the first IECEx

possible can participate. All presentations

international conference took place

It is worth noting that while most of the

given at these events can be downloaded

in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, all

participating countries are not large

from the IECEx website under “Meetings

subsequent events organized by IECEx –

manufacturers of Ex equipment, they all

and Events”.

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, in 2014, Gdańsk,

expressed a great interest in the three

Poland, in 2015 and Shanghai, China, in

schemes operated by IECEx as well as in

2017 – have been extremely successful.

the RTP programme. They even called for

So much so that IECEx decided to have

a two-day follow-up meeting that would

IECEx maintains endorsement by the

not just one but two events in 2018:

allow a more in-depth approach to the

United Nations via the UNECE as THE

in Split, Croatia in April and in Jakarta,

topics that were discussed in Split.

certification system for the assessment of
conformity in Ex areas. Since the UNECE

Indonesia, in August. This shows the
growing importance of the IECEx System

Jakarta, 8–9 August 2018

Common Regulatory Framework for
Equipment Used in Environments with

throughout the world.

Split, 23 April 2018

UN endorsement

The two-day IECEx Inter national

an Explosive Atmosphere was issued

Conference will take place in early August

in 2011, several regulators have been

(after publication of this article) in Jakarta,

aligning with the Common Regulatory

As was the case with previous IECEx

again in conjunction with UNECE and

Objectives listed in the publication; for

events, the Split conference was jointly

Badan Standardisasi Nasional (BSN), the

instance, the US Coast Guard uses IECEx

organized with the United Nations

Indonesian NSB.

for equipment on foreign-flagged ships

Economic Commission for Europe

within their jurisdiction.

(UNECE) and the national standards body

The major focus will be on the competence

(NSB), i.e. the Croatian Standards Institute

of people working in hazardous areas and

IECEx operates the only global online

(HZN). Held back-to-back with a series

on the certification of service providers.

certificate system dedicated to the Ex

of IEC TC 31 meetings, it was a golden

The event will also discuss the correct

sector, allowing instant verification

opportunity to benefit from the experience

understanding and application of the

of claims of compliance of certificates

and expertise of leading experts in the

relevant TC 31 Standards. As in Split,

issued by more than 80 IECEx Certification

Ex field.

Bodies.

New website
At first sight, nothing seems to have
changed on the IECEx website: same look,
same navigation and main topics greeting
visitors on the homepage. Regular visitors
will have notice subtle changes in the
design and colours, and a more modern
feel when navigating the site. The major
improvements include a more robust IT
platform and a higher degree of security
on the site. And last but not least, the site
is fully responsive, meaning that its pages
automatically resize to look good on any
device – a must today.
...so is the safety of people working in Ex environments
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Safe connections
IECQ: Ensuring safety and reliability for the electronics industry
community as well as for end users
By Claire Marchand

Artificial intelligence, robotics, biometrics, virtual
and augmented reality, smart transportation,
digital health and 5G connectivity are hot topics
these days. What is their common denominator?
They all rely heavily on electronic components –
in fact they would not even exist if not for them.
This is what medical practice may be like in the (not so) distant future

Smaller and more powerful than ever…
Electronic components are at the heart

that tracks all its movements, in short, any

enabling their products to meet the

object that can be assigned an IP address

strictest requirements: IECQ testing

and can transfer data to a network.

and certification. IECQ, the IEC Quality

of the smart world we live in. Human
activities – home, workplace, leisure and

Assessment System for Electronic

…safer and more reliable as well

sports, travel and tourism, education,

Components, is a worldwide approval
and certification system that covers the

healthcare – increasingly depend on a

Electronic components are key elements

supply, assembly, associated materials

smart something or other.

that enable devices to connect and

and processes of a large variety of

exchange data. Because they are used in

electronic components that are used in

All this connectivity and smartness

so many different devices and systems,

millions of devices and systems. IECQ

would not be possible without electronic

they have to be of high quality and reliability.

provides manufacturers with independent

components, sensors, in the first place.

A faulty component in a smart medical

verification that IEC International Standards

Sensors are what make devices smart,

device or in a car electronic system can

and other specifications were met by

and they have become smart themselves.

result at best in poor performance but also

suppliers who hold an IECQ certification.

They form a crucial and integral part of the

in injuries or fatalities.

internet of things (IoT). The “thing” in IoT
can be a person with a glucose-monitoring

The CA System provides the following core

IECQ certification: a global solution

skin wearable, a car that can detect blind

certification schemes and programmes
which serve as an effective supply chain

spots or alert the driver when tyre pressure

Electronic component manufacturers

management tool for industry in verifying

is higher or lower than what it should be,

and suppliers all over the world have

compliance with component specifications

a farm animal with a biochip transponder

a powerful tool at their disposal,

and Standards:
Issue 04/2018 I e-tech
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IECQ AP (Approved Process)

their audit programmes, with the aim of

Members are typically avionics original

–

IECQ AP-CAP (Counterfeit

providing technical assistance, technical

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and

Avoidance Programme)

benchmarking activities, information

their subcontractors although regulators

IECQ AC (Approved Component)

on new technical issues and greater

and air-framers can attend select technical

–

IECQ AC-AQP (Automotive

clarity to the user community. It will also

forums pending approval by the AUF.

Qualification Programme)

provide comments and advice back

IECQ Scheme for LED Lighting

into the relevant standards committees

Forum membership is international and

(LED components, assemblies

in particular IEC Technical Committee

participation from all geographical areas of

and systems)

(TC) 107: Process management for

the globe is actively encouraged to provide

IECQ AC-TC (Technology

avionics, and the IECQ ADHP component

a balanced membership.

Certification)

management scheme.

–

IECQ Avionics – IECQ ADHP

As stated above, AUF oversees and

(Aerospace, Defense, and High

AUF will not publish any standards or audit

manages a series of topic-specific

Performance)

schemes but provide the framework for

technical forums on:

IECQ HSPM (Hazardous Substances

information exchange between members

Process Management)

and may make recommendations and

Audit programmes (TF01)

IECQ ITL (Independent Testing

offer standardized wording to other

Harmonization standards (TF02)

Laboratory)

committees.

Avionics Users Forum
The IECQ Avionics Scheme and the IECQ
AP-CAP have been in place for many
years. And now, the IECQ Management
Committee (MC) is in the process of
establishing a discussion forum for the
avionics community. The Avionics Users
Forum (AUF) is an additional service
offering of the IECQ to provide several
technical forums dedicated to specific
issues pertaining to the avionics industry
sector, a result of the cooperation between
IECQ and STACK International.
The decision to set up the AUF was made
at the IECQ MC meeting in May 2017 in
preparation for the transfer of technical
committee activities from non-profit
subscription-based STACK International,
with which IECQ had been cooperating
for many years. STACK International, a
consortium of defence and aerospace
peers “committed to sharing experience,
market intelligence, emerging initiatives
and best practices to optimize supply
chain excellence and mitigate risk”,
terminated its operations in December
2017.
The objective of the forum will be to
discuss relevant industry standards and
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United Launch Alliance (ULA)’s Vulcan Centaur rocket with a complete avionics package developed by
L3 (Photo rendering: ULA/Business Wire)

Conformity assessment

Training focuses on IECQ HSPM

LED certification

off-the-shelf (COTS) assemblies,

The IECQ System provides industry

The IECQ Scheme for LED Lighting,

including uprating (TF04)

with a “supply chain verification tool”

established under the umbrella of the

Lead-free/REACH (TF05)

for seeking assurance that electronic

generic IECQ AC Scheme, can be applied

Anti-counterfeit/obsolescence man-

components, assemblies, processes and

to certify manufacturers and suppliers

agement (TF06)

related materials conform to declared

of electronic components, modules and

Microcircuits, diodes, transistors,

technical Standards and Specifications.

assemblies used in the production of LED

passive and semiconductor wear-out

Because technically-competent personnel

packages, engines, lamps, luminaires

(TF08)

are an integral part of the IECQ System,

and associated LED ballasts/drivers.

LED lighting (TF09)

IECQ facilitate standardized training

It provides a standardized approach

Atmospheric SEE radiation (TF11)

through IECQ training workshops and

for evaluating suppliers and is used as

Mechanical parts (TF12)

IECQ Standard training course material,

a powerful supply chain management

in support of the IECQ System and its

tool when assessing and monitoring the

schemes/programmes.

various tier-level suppliers.

strategy and consider appropriate

The publication of the fourth edition of

Since September 2016, when IECQ issued

common wording for other external

IECQ QC 080000 in May 2017 led to

the first certificate under its IECQ Scheme

committees outside IECQ.

the organization of a series of training

for LED Lighting, many manufacturers and/

sessions, mainly in Asia.

or suppliers have obtained certificates.

Electronic Component Management
Plan (ECMP) and Commercial

TF2, the harmonization forum, may have
additional discussions on standards

Exploded view of a LED lightbulb
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2018 IEC Awards
Recognizing excellence and commitment to IEC
By Claire Marchand

Every year IEC honours the commitment and
work of a number of individuals in its community
who, through their leadership and technical
expertise, have contributed to making products
and electrical systems safer, more energy
efficient, more reliable and more compatible.

worldwide and contributions to global
trade and industry.

Wim de Kesel to receive the 2018 Lord
Kelvin Award
The 2018 laureate is Wim de Kesel of
Belgium. A ceremony will be organized
during the IEC General Meeting (GM) in

Lord Kelvin Award – the highest
distinction of the IEC
Created and first bestowed in 1995, the

Busan, Republic of Korea, on 24 October
2018. He is to receive his gold medal, gold
IEC Lord Kelvin Award

lapel pin and certificate from IEC President
James M. Shannon.

IEC Lord Kelvin Award is named after
IEC first President, William Thomson,

on their recognition of contributions made

Lord Kelvin. It is the highest tribute of

over time, irrespective of the nationality or

the IEC and is awarded in recognition of

technical area of the nominee.

the long-term technical contributions that
outstanding individuals have made to the

To date, 35 laureates have received the

Commission.

Lord Kelvin Award. To qualify, candidates
must still be active in the IEC and have

Nominations for the Lord Kelvin

contributed significantly to IEC work

Award can be made by IEC national

over more than five years. The award

committees (NCs), technical committee

honours exceptional leadership and

and subcommittee (TC/SC) chairs, and

technical contributions to international

members of the Council Board (CB),

e l e c t ro t e c h n i c a l

Standardization Management Board

conformity assessment (CA) or related

(SMB) and Conformity Assessment Board

activities. It recognizes the role of the

(CAB). They submit their proposals based

awardee in promoting the image of IEC
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For more than 20 years, Wim de Kesel has

the Standardization Management Board

Paulsen during the CAB session at the

played a major role in IEC standardization

(SMB) and the Conformity Assessment

2018 IEC GM.

work. Since 2001, de Kesel has been

Board (CAB). Seven of these are reserved

Secretary of IEC TC 23: Electrical

for TC/SC officers, and a maximum of two

accessories, after serving for five years as

for officers in the CA bodies.
The IEC 1906 Award was established

the committee’s Assistant Secretary.
De Kesel has made an outstanding

1906 Award

In 2018, the SMB chose five TC/SC

in commemoration of the Commission’s

officers:

foundation in that year and honours
technical experts around the world whose

technical contribution to the development
of IEC systems and Standards, relentlessly

George Kelly, Secretary TC 82: Solar

work is fundamental to the IEC. Each

promoting their global relevance. He was

photovoltaic energy systems

year a maximum of five awards may be

a key player in the setting up of the IEC

Gerard Kuyt, Chair SC 86A: Fibres

granted per TC, including its various

strategy on low voltage direct current

and cables

subcommittees.

(LVDC), first in coordinating Strategic

Dejun Ma, Vice-Chair TC 61: Safety

Group (SG) 4 in 2009, then in contributing

of household and similar electrical

to Systems Evaluation Group (SEG) 4

appliances, and Vice-Chair SyC

(SEGs have since then been renamed

active assisted living (AAL)

Standardization Evaluation Groups).

Prof Hiroyuki Ohsaki, Chair TC 77:

He is now actively involved in systems

Electromagnetic compatibility

committee SyC LVDC, closely liaising with

Dr Hiroaki Sugiura, Technical Area

TC 23 work in DC.

Manager TC 100/TA 2: Colour
measurement and management

He has been a fervent advocate of
collaboration among TCs, building bridges

All 2018 IEC Thomas A. Edison Award

between them and promoting the systems

laureates will receive their honours from

approach.

IEC Vice-President and SMB Chair Ralph

As Vice-President Standardization in the

IEC 1906 Award

Sporer during the SMB session at the

A total of 169 experts from 57 TCs

2018 IEC GM in Busan.

(including ISO/IEC JTC 1) and 15

Legrand group, he has contributed in a

experts from the four CA Systems,

major way to the promotion of the IEC

representing 19 national committees,

image and brand in the business world.

were nominated to receive this year’s

Additionally, in his position as CENELEC

1906 Award. It recognizes exceptional

Vice-President Policy, he has been

recent achievements that contribute in a

instrumental in improving the collaboration

significant way to advancing the work of

with European standardization.

the Commission.

Thomas A. Edison Award
Created in 2010, the IEC Thomas A.
Edison Award recognizes exceptional
achievements of TC/SC officers and their
IEC CA Systems counterparts.

IEC Thomas A. Edison Award

To be nominated, TC and SC officers need

The CAB chose two CA System or

to be active in IEC work. They must also

subsidiary committee officers:

have made an outstanding contribution
to IEC systems and international

Thorsten Arnhold, Chair IECEx

standardization activities, helping their

Shigeyuki Kondo, Vice-Chair IECEE

committees to work more effectively on
behalf of key stakeholders. The Award is

Both will receive the award from IEC Vice-

given to up to nine recipients each year by

President and CAB Chairman Shawn
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IEC presence on five continents
Regional Centres play major role in raising awareness of IEC work globally
By Claire Marchand

Since the beginning of the 2000s, IEC Central
office in Geneva, Switzerland, has decentralized
some of its activities, establishing regional offices
first in North America, then in Asia-Pacific, Latin
America and lastly in Africa.

Electronic Components – are based in

the need for assistance to enhance

Sydney (see articles on IECEx and IECQ

their participation in IEC work. They

in the Conformity Assessment section of

meet with IEC national committees or

this issue).

national electrotechnical committees and
key stakeholders, including regulators,

IEC-AFRC

government agencies, utilities, academia
and consumers and emphasize the
benefits they could derive from their

Global reach

active participation in IEC Standards
development and CA work.

All IEC regional centres are focal points
for IEC standardization and conformity
assessment (CA) activities in their

Nairobi

IEC-AFRC works closely with the
African Electrotechnical Standardization

respective part of the world. They have

Commission (AFSEC) and has also

greatly contributed to raising awareness on

established relationships with a number

and promoting the Commission through
country visits, participation in international,

of regional organizations such as the
IEC-AFRC – Africa Regional Centre

regional and national events, networking

African Energy Commission (AFREC), the
African Organization for Standardization

and establishing an ever growing number

In its nearly three years of existence, the

(ARSO), the East African Community

of invaluable contacts.

IEC Africa Regional Centre (IEC-AFRC)

(EAC) the Economic Community of

in Nairobi, Kenya, has covered a lot of

West African States (ECOWAS) and its

ground, both literally and figuratively.

Centre for Renewable Energy and Energy

It is worth noting that the IEC has also
been present in Australia for more than

Efficiency (ECREEE), the Southern African

20 years. The secretariats of two IEC

Since its inauguration in November

Development Community (SADC), the

Conformity Assessment Systems –

2015, its two Directors, Evah Oduor and

West African Economic and Monetary

IECEx, the IEC System for Certification

François Ahoti, have travelled extensively

Union (UEMOA).

for Standards Relating to Equipment for

throughout the African continent, paying

Use in Explosive Atmospheres, and IECQ,

visits to IEC members and affiliates to

The IEC-AFRC Directors: Evah Oduor and

the IEC Quality Assessment System for

make valuable contacts and assess

François Ahoti.
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IEC-APRC

Secretary and CEO Frans Vreeswijk and

The IEC-APRC team: Dennis Chew

the IEC-APRC Regional Director Dennis

(Regional Director), Suzanne Yap, Damien

Chew provided updates and had positive

Lee and Anson Chiah (Technical Officers),

discussions at the annual general meeting

Teo Poh Luan, Amelyn Ching and Pang

of the Pacific Area Standards Congress

Chia Li (Assistants).

(PASC) which encourages its members to

Singapore

participate actively in IEC.

IEC-LARC

Support to National Committees
IEC-APRC works closely with national
IEC-APRC – Asia-Pacific Regional Centre

committees in the Asia-Pacific region
to promote awareness of the IEC to

Since 2002, the Asia-Pacific Regional

potential stakeholders and advocate the

Centre (IEC-APRC) has played a major role

use of IEC International Standards and

in raising awareness of the IEC, increasing

CA Systems. As for Young Professionals

the use of International Standards and CA

(YPs), IEC-APRC, in collaboration with

Systems and maximizing participation of all

the IEC Central Office, participated in YP

countries in the region in the Commission’s

Programmes in China, India and New

work. It has established communication

Zealand.

São Paulo

IEC-LARC – Latin America Regional Centre

Established in 2007 in São Paulo,
Brazil, the Latin America Regional

and networks with key players from
At the Philippines World Trade Organization

Center (IEC-LARC) is responsible for all

(WTO) Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT)

promotional activities in the Latin American

IEC-APRC participates actively at

national workshop in September 2017,

and Caribbean region. Its Regional Director

meetings and events of key regional

IEC-APRC worked closely with the NC

is Amaury Santos.

inter-governmental committees like the

to encourage adoption and use of IEC

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

International Standards. The workshop

IEC-LARC was set up to actively encourage

(ASEAN) Consultative Committee

attracted about 110 policy makers and

the use of IEC International Standards and

on Standards and Quality, the Asia-

regulators.

CA Systems and to enhance participation

industry, businesses and governments.

of countries in the Latin America region.

Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC)
Subcommittee on Standards and

IEC-APRC was also given the opportunity

Since its inception, the Centre has seen

Conformance, as well as the meetings

to share at the Indonesia Quality Week

new countries join the list of IEC members.

of their respective regulatory committees

seminar on Smart Cities in Makassar in

IEC-LARC also works closely with the Latin

on electrical and electronic equipment.

November 2017, which attracted about

American countries that participate in the

The key objective of these fora is to

700 participants.

IEC Affiliate Country Programme, notably
countries of the Andean Community and

support free trade in the region through
the use of International Standards and

On the technical side, IEC-APRC

CA procedures.

supports 52 technical committees

Central America.

and subcommittees (TC/SCs) and this

Since 2017, the Centre has observed

In South Asia, IEC-APRC works closely

number will increase to more than 70

a growing interest in IEC international

with the South Asian Regional Standards

TC/SCs by the third quarter of 2018. In

standardization and participation in other

Organization (SARSO) which has recently

addition, the Centre holds the secretariat

IEC-related activities, culminating with Peru

started efforts to adopt IEC International

of the Asia-Pacific Cooperation Forum,

– an Affiliate since 2002 – accepted as a

Standards as SAARC regional standards.

the Advisory Committee on electricity

full IEC member in December. IEC-LARC

SAARC, the South Asian Association for

transmission and distribution (ACTAD)

has also seen a surge in the number of

Regional Cooperation, is the regional

and the Advisory Committee on energy

enquiries about IEC CA Systems, linked

intergovernmental organization and

efficiency (ACEE). Located in a research

to concerns about the quality of locally-

geopolitical union of nations in South Asia.

and development hub in Singapore, IEC-

manufactured or imported products.

APRC offers meeting facilities for IEC
In May 2018, the IEC Immediate Past
President Junji Nomura, the IEC General

activities.

IEC LARC has continued its work with the
Pan-American Standards Commission
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(COPANT) and other sub-regional bodies,
such as the Council for Harmonization
of Electrotechnical Standards of the
Nations in the Americas (CANENA) and
the Caribbean Community (CARICOM)
with the aim of bringing knowledge about
access to International Standards and
IEC CA Systems in order to achieve almost
the integrity of the countries of the region.
Important recognition agreements were
established with FINCA, the Forum of the
IEC National Committees of the Americas,
and also with CROSQ, the CARICOM
Regional Organization on Standards and
Quality, to improve the participation of
the countries from the region in the IEC
activities as well to facilitate the use of IEC
International Standards and CA Systems.
IEC-LARC attends, coordinates, and
organizes events that match the needs
of the region. They range from training
seminars on the use of IEC IT tools to
workshops on specific technical areas.
The IEC-LARC team: Amaury Santos
(Regional Director) and Iris Szterenlicht
(Assistant).

IEC headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland

IEC-ReCNA
and holds the secretariat of one of the IEC

IEC Directives Maintenance Team

systems committees, SyC Smart energy.

(DMT)
ISO/IEC Joint DMT (JDMT)

Boston

IEC-ReCNA offers training sessions

Standardization Management

on its premises for TC/SC officers and

Board (SMB) ad hoc Group 81:

hosts technical meetings. In the past 12

Electric vehicles and infrastructure

months, it provided training for the chair of

landscaping

IEC TC 78: Live working, and hosted SyC
Smart energy working group meetings.

As Secretary of the MSB, Peter Lanctot
coordinates the publication of IEC White

IEC-ReCNA – Regional Centre for North America

The secretariats of several IEC bodies are

Papers.

also with IEC-ReCNA:

Located in Worcester, Massachusetts, US,

The IEC-ReCNA team: Tim Rotti (Regional

the IEC Regional Centre for North America

Market Strategy Board (MSB)

Director), Peter Lanctot (MSB Secretary),

(IEC-ReCNA), has been operational since

Standardization Evaluation Group

Andrew Redgate (Technical Officer),

2001. It provides support for 45 IEC TC/

(SEG) 7: Smart manufacturing

Marlene Maillet and Holly Ducharme

SCs including CISPR, particularly those

Advisory Committee on

(Assistants).

with secretariats located in North America,

electromagnetic compatibility (ACEC)
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Meet the Young Professionals
IEC Young Professionals in Busan for YP workshop
By Natalie Mouyal

This year, around 70 Young Professionals (YP) are
in Busan to attend the three-day YP Workshop
held alongside the IEC General Meeting. For the
YPs, this Workshop serves as an opportunity to
learn more about the IEC work in standardization
and conformity assessment as well as to network
with the 3 000 IEC experts attending the General
Meeting.
The YPP attracts strong leaders from around the world

Recent YP activities

As part of the Workshop, YPs attend

is currently Chair of Technical Committee

the Standardization Management Board

(TC) 114 on marine energy as well as Chair

(SMB) or Conformity Assessment Board

of the Operational Management Committee

This year, the YP Programme has put in

(CAB) meeting, observe a technical

(OMC) on marine energy for the IECRE.

place a number of activities to help ensure

meeting and participate in several

Alan Sellers, IEC 2016 YP Leader, will lead

the continued involvement of YPs beyond

breakout sessions. They also have the

a session on the work of Strategic Group

the YP workshop.

opportunity to meet with IEC Officers

(SG) 12 – Digital transformation. The 2017

as well as the representatives from their

YP Leaders will also give presentations

National Committees, notably during a

and lead the voting process for the new

breakfast meeting.

YP Leaders.

YP Leaders from previous years are

This year, YPs can participate in a half-

In 2018, YP Leaders have been giving

available to share their experiences and

day industry visit to the LG Electronics

presentations at local universities,

lead some sessions. Jonathan Colby, a

Changwon factory which has been

preparing an FAQ and developing a

YP leader from 2011, will give tips on how

organized by the Korean Host Committee.

standardization boot camp.

YPs can become involved in the work of

This factory is attracting worldwide

standardization and conformity assessment

attention for its ability to produce one

Jorge Richard Angulo from Mexico is

at the national and international levels. Colby

washing machine every 8.5 seconds.

working together with a small group of YPs

Initiatives by 2017 YP Leaders
Each year, YP Leaders select activities to
undertake on behalf of the YP programme.
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YP representatives in IEC groups

to present an overview about the work

Tools so that participants can prepare their

of the IEC and their respective National

standard using IEC IT tools. The planning

Committees to local universities. This

and tools developed for this one-day boot

The IEC YP Programme serves as

initiative has resulted in 10 presentations

camp will be made available for use by

a gateway for further involvement

delivered at local universities.

other IEC National Committees.

in standardization and conformity

Juan (Apple) Li from China has prepared

Future Leaders Forum

assessment work at the IEC and national
levels. YPs have served as experts on
the IEC TCs, chaired TCs, and received

a FAQ to help future YPs navigate through
the selection process and workshop. It

In March, YPs participated in a Future

the IEC 1906 award. Over 100 YPs have

provides detailed information from the

Leaders Forum which explored the issue

active roles in the IEC including at the

perspective of a YP to help others better

of cyber security in smart grids. Hosted

national level.

understand such topics as the relationship

by Siemens at its offices in Munich, the

between YPs and IEC technical

Forum brought together 10 YPs to discuss

Since 2017, YP representatives have

committees, the role of YP Leaders and

technology trends, standardization needs

participated in SMB work, such as the

how to prepare for the YP workshop. It

and conformity assessment for smart

Directives Maintenance Team (DMT), the

is available on the YP section of the IEC

grids. The research institute VDI-VDE-IT

Systems Resource Group (SRG) which

website.

which moderated the Forum discussions,

reviews Systems activities. In 2018, YPs

produced a meeting report with an

have joined ad hoc Group 79 which looks

overview of the main issues addressed.

at the ethics of autonomous systems

Annette Frederiksen from Germany has

and SG 12 on the digital transformation.

developed a one-day standardization boot
camp which will take place in Frankfurt

YPs expressed their satisfaction with the

YPs have also been active in conformity

from 15-16 November. With the support

Forum with 85% indicating a willingness to

assessment work with representatives

of the IEC National Committee of Germany

participate in another Forum. Specifically,

participating in CAB working groups on

and Jan Tiedemann, IEC Community

they enjoyed the networking opportunity

systems issues and cyber security.

Manager, Annette has prepared the

and the lively discussions. Based on the

content for a workshop that simulates

feedback received from the participants,

This bodes well for the future of

the full process of developing an IEC

the IEC YP Programme is currently

standardization and conformity assessment

Standard. A test platform has been put

brainstorming ideas for possible editions

as the next generation of experts is ready

in place on the new IEC Collaboration

in the future.

to continue the work accomplished by past
and current IEC experts.

Young Professionals are invited to speak at various events
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Invaluable support for developing
countries
IEC Affiliate Country Programme encourages active participation in IEC work
By Claire Marchand

Each year sees an increase not only in the
number of countries participating in the IEC
Affiliate Country Programme but also in the
number of International Standards adopted
as national ones, national electrotechnical
committees (NECs) established and Affiliate
Plus status granted. In the past 12 months, the
Programme has seen changes in its leadership,
and the Secretariat has been extremely busy
supporting participating countries through
workshops, seminars, webinars and training
sessions, to name but a few of the activities
organized to raise awareness and know-how in
developing countries.

mentoring programmes were established.
In her 14+ years, Rauser has built a
strong community of people sharing the
same challenges and ready to tackle
them, knowing that they always had a
professional and benevolent ear to guide
them to success.

IEC Affiliate Country Programme
Executive Secretary Thomas Robertson

Liaison for developing countries since
January 2018. In turn, Sei-Yun Park has
replaced Robertson as Affiliate Country

Changes at the helm in the Secretariat

Project Coordinator.

Françoise Rauser, IEC Affiliate Country

A new Affiliate Leader

Programme Executive Secretary since
Rosario Uría of Peru stepped down as

November 2003, took early retirement at
the end of 2017. Rauser was instrumental
in shaping the Programme, bringing new

Former IEC Affiliate Country Programme
Executive Secretary Françoise Rauser

Affiliate Leader at the end of her threeyear term (2015-2017). In March 2018,
when Peru became a member of the IEC,

countries into the fold year after year and
assisting them in their development – a

Thomas Robertson, who joined the

Uría, who is Director of Standardization

number of them have made the leap to

Programme in 2013, has taken over as

at INACAL, the Peruvian National Quality

IEC membership. Under her leadership,

Executive Secretary of the IEC Affiliate

Institute, took the role of Secretary of the

the Affiliate Plus status, the ACAS and

Country Programme and International

IEC National Committee of Peru.
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Programme. In December, the Ministry of

understanding (MoU). Under the terms

Finance, Commerce and Blue Economy

of this MoU, IEC and CROSQ agree to

expressed their interest in IEC activities

exchange information on standardization

and their intention to become part of

and promote communication; encourage

the Programme. In March 2018, the IEC

the use of IEC International Standards

was informed of the establishment of a

as CARICOM regional standards (CRS)

NEC and the Pledge was signed within a

once at least three quarters of the

couple of days. The NEC structure was

membership of CROSQ have adopted

officially confirmed in June 2018.

them as national standards; facilitate
the use of IEC CA Systems through the

The IEC family now has 171 countries – 85

Affiliate Conformity Assessment Status

members and 86 affiliates (86 members

(ACAS); have cross representation in

and 85 affiliates when Bangladesh

annual meetings and workshops; and

application is approved).

enhance participation in the IEC Affiliate
Country Programme.

Regional collaboration
ACAS
Affiliate Leader Rojas Manyame

IEC and ECOWAS
The Affiliate Conformity Assessment

To succeed Uría, the Programme

In February 2018, the IEC Affiliate Country

Status (ACAS) was launched in 2013

named Rojas Manyame of Namibia,

Programme and the Economic Community

to raise awareness and provide a better

also for a three-year term (2018-2020).

of West African States (ECOWAS) signed

understanding of the specific requirements

Manyame is President of the Namibian

a collaboration pledge. The ECOWAS

linked to conformity assessment (CA)

National Electrotechnical Committee

Technical Management Committee and

activities. The objective is to train Affiliate

(NEC) and the First Vice-President of the

the IEC Africa Regional Centre (IEC-

Countries to use IEC International

African Electrotechnical Standardization

AFRC) will work together to promote the

Standards and benefit from its CA

Commission (AFSEC); he is also General

participation of ECOWAS members in IEC

Systems through the recognition of IEC

Manager for Regulation of the Namibia

activities.

CA certificates at the national level.

IEC and SADCSTAN

As part of ACAS, e-learning modules

Electricity Control Board (ECB).

Membership news

help further affiliates’ understanding of
In March 2018, the IEC Affiliate

and involvement in IEC CA activities. All

As mentioned above, Peru joined the

Country Programme and the Southern

four IEC CA Systems – IECEE, IECEx,

IEC as full member in December 2017,

African Development Community

IECQ and IECRE – now have e-learning

followed by Côte D’Ivoire, an associate

(SADC) Cooperation in Standardization

modules available free of charge on the

member since March 2018.

(SADCSTAN) signed a collaboration

IEC website. The modules are intended

pledge. SADCSTAN and IEC-AFRC will

to train developing countries on the IEC

Another affiliate, Bangladesh, applied for

work together to promote participation

CA Systems, including how they operate,

associate membership at the beginning of

of SADC member states in CA events in

and how developing countries can get

June. The application is out for vote until

the region, organized jointly by the IEC

involved. The modules are split into three

10 August 2018.

and AFSEC. They will also collaborate

levels of knowledge, with short tests

to encourage SADC states that are IEC

available between levels. IEC intends for

affiliates to take an active part in the

developing countries to use this resource,

Programme.

in conjunction with regional ACAS events,

A new affiliate – São Tomé and Principe
After an initial contact between the

to familiarize themselves with IEC CA

IEC and CROSQ

procedures.

Service of intellectual Property and

In May 2018, the IEC and the Caribbean

Any affiliate country that has met the

Quality (SENAPIQ) in January 2017,

Community (CARICOM) Regional

following criteria is entitled to request

the country received an invitation to

Organisation for Standards and Quality

ACAS:

become part of the IEC Affiliate Country

(CROSQ) signed a memorandum of

IEC Africa Regional Centre (IEC-AFRC)
and São Tomé and Principe’s National
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Officially declared the national

20 countries have signed the ACAS

IEC representatives gave an update on

adoption of at least one IEC

Declaration, thus committing to accept

IEC activities and the Affiliate Country

International Standard used within the

IEC CA certificates, 14 of those since

Programme. Delegates shared their

scope of one or more of the IEC CA

last year’s report: Azerbaijan, Bolivia,

national experiences throughout their

Systems

Cambodia, Costa Rica, Dominican

participation in IEC as members or

Nominated at least one individual to

Republic, Ghana, Guinea, Mauritius, Saint

affiliates. Topics included the establishment

use the Level 0 and Level 1 ACAS

Lucia, Sudan, Suriname, Togo, Uganda

of a National Electrotechnical Committee

learning modules

and Uruguay.

(NEC), how to structure a mirror technical
committee, how to comment on working

Results since the launch of ACAS

ACAS capacity building events

documents and participation in the IEC

IEC ACAS-COPANT-PTB regional seminar

Mentoring Programme. The seminar also

In June 2018, 29 countries had requested

focused on the IEC CA Systems and

the ACAS status, 15 of those since July

The IEC, in collaboration with COPANT,

ACAS. Representatives of the CA Systems

2017: Bhutan, Bolivia, Burkina Faso,

the Pan American Standards Commission,

shared information on IECEE certificates,

Cambodia, Costa Rica, Dominican

PTB, the German National Metrology

on the IECEx application for mining

Republic, Gambia, Guinea, Mauritius,

Institute and INACAL, held an IEC ACAS

activities, while other delegates shared

Saint Lucia, Senegal, Sierra Leone,

regional seminar in Lima, Peru, on 14-15

on their experience of the application of

Suriname, Togo and Uganda.

November 2017.

IEC CA at the national level.

Affiliate cocktail during the IEC GM
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Twenty-four participants (regulators and

Gambia – Netherlands; Mongolia –

developing and industrializing countries

national standards body members from

Germany; Namibia – United Kingdom;

in IEC international standardization and

the region) from 12 countries as well

Peru – Mexico; Rwanda – Austria;

conformity assessment activities.

as representatives from the CARICOM

Senegal – France; Uruguay – Norway;

Regional Organisation for Standards and

Zambia – Austria.

National adoptions

Mentoring meetings in Vladivostok…

Since the launch of the Programme in

Quality (CROSQ) attended the seminar.
2001, more than 7 350 IEC International

IEC ACAS-AFSEC Conformity Assessment
Workshop

During the General Meeting in Vladivostok,

Standards have been adopted as national

The IEC, in collaboration with AFSEC,

a number of bilateral meetings took

ones in 53 Affiliate Countries, seven of

held an IEC ACAS regional workshop,

place between mentors and mentees:

which have become IEC members.

back-to-back with an AFSEC Conformity

Bhutan – Sweden, Côte d’Ivoire – France,

Assessment Committee (CAC) meeting.

DR Congo – France, Ecuador – Mexico,

At the end of July 2018, 58 countries had

The workshop was organized as part of

Mongolia – Germany met face to face and

established their NEC with representatives

capacity building on conformity assessment

were able to review progress made so far

of the public and private sectors, and 32

for the African region. Topics covered

and establish action plans.

had become Affiliate Plus.

…and in Paris

To qualify and upgrade to Affiliate Plus,

included: IECEE and its CB Scheme, the
main performance and safety aspects of

countries have to fulfil two criteria:

electrical household appliances, and the
efficiency of electric motors.

In the context of the mentoring partnership
between Senegal and France, experts from

Adoption of at least 50 IEC

The interest for many participants relied

the NEC of Senegal (CEN-Sn) were invited

International Standards as national

on how they could use the IECEE System

by the French National Committee of the

ones or for reference in national

for the purpose of controlling the influx

IEC to attend national technical meetings in

regulations

of sub-standard electrical goods into

France. The CEN-Sn has as main objectives

Establishment of a NEC with

their national markets. Even without the

to provide Senegal with international

representatives from both public and

infrastructure to be issuing CA certificates

electrotechnical standards adapted to

private sectors.

at the national level, it is still possible to

national specificities and to enforce them for

benefit from the IECEE certificates by

the sake of developing quality infrastructure

recognizing and referring to them.

and the supply of competitive products and
services. The CEN-Sn delegation had the

Twenty participants from 15 countries

opportunity to exchange and benefit from

including IEC members, IEC affiliates, and

the expertise of AFNOR and the French

AFSEC members attended the workshop.

NC, by participating in certain technical
meetings, presentations, and visits to the

Affiliate mentoring programme

Federation of Electrical, Electronic and
Communication Industries (FIEEC), to the

The IEC Affiliate Country and its respective

Electricity Transmission Network (RTE) and

mentor commit for a period of two years to

to the National Laboratory of Metrology and

reinforce the NEC through several activities,

Tests (LNE).

including identifying and reaching out to
relevant stakeholders, national adoptions

WTO TBT Committees

and implementation of IEC International
Standards, establishing mirror technical

The IEC attended the World Trade

committees and participating in IEC work.

Organization (WTO) Technical Barriers
to Trade (TBT) Committee meetings in

So far, 14 affiliates have taken advantage

November 2017, March and June 2018.

of these partnerships with IEC members:

The Commission presented its report

Afghanistan – Malaysia; Bhutan – Sweden;

highlighting activities of the IEC, its

Côte D’Ivoire – France; DR Congo – France;

members, affiliates and regional centres

Ecuador – Mexico; Ethiopia – Germany;

geared to increasing the participation of
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How to mitigate cyber threats
Latest publication in a critical series of cyber security International Standards
By Catherine Bischofberger

IEC Technical Committee (TC) 65: Industrial
process measurement, control and automation,
has recently published IEC 62443-4-1 on the
life-cycle requirements for secure product
development in industrial automation and control
systems. The publication is the latest in the
IEC 62443 series of Standards, a comprehensive
set of guidelines that can be implemented in
any professional environment, including those
covering critical infrastructure, such as power
plants or transport networks. These Standards
are also increasingly used in the medical sector
to protect patient data.
The IEC 62443 series helps to protect critical infrastructure such as power plants, avoiding the risk of
massive electricity cuts (Photo: Wikicommons David Tribble)

Protecting critical infrastructure

current security vulnerabilities as well as

IEC 62443 publications. The IEC 62443

pre-empt future ones.

Standards are also compatible with

The IEC 62443 series recommends that

the US National Institute of Standards

security should be an integral part of

A set of cyber security guidelines on

and Technology (NIST) cyber security

the development process, incorporating

board ships adopted by the International

framework.

security functions in the equipment and

Maritime Organization (IMO) refers to

systems from the outset. These transversal

IEC 62443. The Shift2Rail is an initiative

IEC 62443-4-1 provides guidance on how

Standards establish efficient security

that brings together key European railway

to develop the cyber security management

processes and procedures that cover the

stakeholders. It aims to define how

systems (CSMS) for industrial automation

whole value chain, from the manufacturers

different aspects of cyber security should

control systems (IACS). According to IEC

of automation technology to machine and

be applied to the railway sector. In the

TC 65 Secretary Rudy Belliardi: “Cyber

system builders and installers as well as

course of its research, it has assessed

security is a large challenge which needs

the operators. They address and mitigate

applicable standards and has selected the

to address the entire set of IACS as well
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as the policies, procedures, practices

other things, this will help to identify

the product or system. The supplier can

and personnel that surround and utilize

potential attack vectors including attacks

then decide to address them by changing

those IACS. Implementing such a wide-

on the hardware and how to mitigate

the design, adding security requirements

ranging management system may require

them. The threat model is expected to be

or even removing features.

a cultural change within the organization”.

reviewed periodically (at least once a year).

The Standard defines a secure

One of the ways to mitigate threats is by

development life-cycle for products

incorporating a layered defence strategy

and systems. It includes security

(also called defence in depth) into the

The IEC 62443 Standards also have their

requirement definitions, secure design

design of the product or system. Each

own certification programme. The IEC

and implementation (including coding

different layer provides an additional

is the only organization in the world to

guidelines), verification and validation,

defence mechanism that has both

provide an international and standardized

defect management, patch management

responsibility for and reduces the risk

form of certification which deals with

and product end-of-life criteria. Applying

of attack on the next layer. Each layer

cyber security. It is supplied by IECEE, the

such a framework is intended to provide

assumes that the layer in front of it can be

IEC System for Conformity Assessment

the confidence that the product or system

compromised.

Schemes for Electrotechnical Equipment
and Components. The IECEE Industrial

has a level of security commensurate with
the degree of risk throughout its life-cycle.

Attack is sometimes the best form of
defence

A holistic approach to conformity
assessment

Penetration testing is used to check this

Cyber Security Programme tests and

layered defence strategy, by defeating

certifies cyber security in the industrial

multiple aspects of it, bypassing

automation sector.

authentication and compromising
confidentiality by breaking encryption, for

The IEC Conformity Assessment Board

A key concept used throughout the

instance. The idea is to act like an attacker

(CAB) has also set up Working Group

publication is threat modelling. Among

and identify the chained vulnerabilities in

17, to investigate the need for and
timeframe of global certification schemes
for products, services, personnel and
integrated systems in the area of cyber
security. “Achieving cyber protection
in a cost-effective manner results from
applying the right protection at the
appropriate points in the system to limit
the risk and the consequences of a cyber
attack. This means modelling the system,
conducting a risk analysis, choosing
the right security requirements which
are part of IEC Standards, and applying
the appropriate level of conformity
assessment against the requirements,
according to the risk analysis. We need
to assess the components of the system,
the competencies of the people designing,
operating and maintaining it, and the
processes and procedures used to run
it. This holistic approach to conformity
assessment is indispensable to protect
facilities, especially critical infrastructure,
from cyber crime”, explains CAB secretary
David Hanlon.

IEC 62443-4-1 offers multiple levels of defence against cyber attacks
(Photo: Public Domain Kai Stachowiak)
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How underwater technology benefits
from standardization

New International Standards improves
design of underwater sensor networks
Technology for underwater applications,
such as drones, uses underwater acoustic
sensor networks (UWASNs) to survey and
collect environmental data, and monitor
pollution, for instance pipeline leakages.
They are also used for surveillance and
disaster prevention and recovery.
UWASNs consist of sensor nodes and
vehicles which operate by exchanging
configuration, location and movement
information, and relaying monitored data

Underwater drones are used for marine biology research

to an onshore station.
IEC and ISO Joint Technical Committee

Two new Parts were published recently:

supporting interoperability among

(JTC 1) develops International Standards

ISO/IEC 30140-3: 2018, describing

UWASNs, in order to provide the essential

for information technology. Subcommittee

UWASN interfaces between different

construction information that will help guide

41, covers the internet of things and

physical and functional entities, and

architects, developers and implementers

related technologies. It has developed

ISO/IEC 30140-4:2018, which specifies

of UWASNs. They also provide high-level

the ISO/IEC 30140 series of Standards for

interoperability between the selected

functional models related to underwater

UWASNs, which aims to provide general

physical entities of UWASNs.

sensor nodes, and relationships among
the nodes for constructing an architectural

requirements, guidance and facilitate
designers and developers of UWASNs

These Standards also contain entity

for different applications and services.

models and high-level interface guidelines

perspective of UWASNs.
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Share your work in 2019

We’d like to hear from you

your work or any related events you are

Issue 02/2019
SDGs

The IEC global family has grown to 171

organizing or participating in, on behalf of

Health & well-being, energy, decent work

countries. IEC work in standardization

IEC. Here are the e-tech themes for 2019:

and economic growth, industry, innovation,

We’d like to hear your story and report on

is carried out by some 20 000 technical

infrastructure, cities & communities

is done by the many certification bodies

Issue 01/2019
Technology trends

and testing laboratories within the IEC

AI, 3D metal printing, EMC, fibre optics,

Issue 03/2019
Home DIY

Conformity Assessment Systems. e-tech

5G safety aspects, sensor networks,

Safety, smart apps for connected tools

covers this broad scope of work, which

biometrics, robotics, energy storage,

spans many industries and technologies.

privacy, security

experts, while testing and certification,

Issue 04/2019
Year in review distributed at GM,
Shanghai
Issue 05/2019
Medical
Digital health, data security, data analytics,
AI, connected biometric sensors, nanotech

Issue 06/2019
GM special
Smart manufacturing, cyber security,
robots, IoT

Increasingly, IoT applications are used to run farms more efficiently (Photo: enterpriseiotinsights)
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In the next issue

The global transition from fossil fuels

enable vertical farming in locations as

(LVDC), Vimal Mahendru, will discuss how

to renewable energy is well under way.

diverse as multi-story skyscrapers, used

LVDC could bring electricity to hundreds

The REN21 Renewables 2018 Global

warehouses and shipping containers. IEC

of millions of people who currently go

Status Report, highlights that renewable

Ambassador and Chair of the Systems

without, and greatly improve the quality

power generation capacity saw its largest

Committee, for low voltage direct current

of their lives.

annual increase ever with an estimated
178 gigawatts added globally. New solar
photovoltaic generating capacity alone
was greater than additions in coal, natural
gas and nuclear power combined.
Technology developments are enabling
innovative ways to produce, distribute and
use energy more efficiently and effectively,
in order to protect and sustain our rural
and urban environments.
In our next issue on the environment, we’ll
hear from experts about the concept of the
circular economy, which aims to redefine
products and services to design waste
out, while minimizing negative impacts.
We’ll also discover the technologies that
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